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Two Sidney aldermen — Ross 
Martin and Eleanor Sowerby — 
lost their seats Saturday as four 
challengers — Loyd Burdon, 
John Calder, Jim Lang and 
Norman McCandlish — were 
swept into office. Burdon, a 
realtor, topped the poll with 
1,001 votes. Incumbents Ben 
Ethier and Stan Bamford 
retained their seats but both 
polled fewer votes than the 
newcomers.
Martin — a Sidney alderman 
for seven years — speculates he 
lost the election because of his 
stand on the traffic plan. “That’s 
fair enough,” he says. “Except 
that I wouldn’t change.”
Martin says the traffic plan, 
like -the SANSCHA ex­
propriation, became an 
emotional issue. “And no one 
understood it.”
No one wants to take land 
away from SANSCHA — I 
didn’t, Martin says. “But to get 
the interchange you have to have 
the land.” And he says the 
overpass would provide safety. 
“If we save one life with an 
overpass who can say how 
valuable that SANSCHA land 
is?” ■:
He says the traffic problem in 
Sidney won’t be solved “until we 
get the traffic off Beacon” and 
that means opening up Bevan arid 
one-way traffic.
“I see a trernendous advantage 
in opening Beyan —- land­
scaping it and expanding the 
commercial ? zone. But the 
merchants were afraid they were 
going to lose some of their 
business,” Martin explains.
And he warns the town’s 
shopping core must be made not 
only attractive but competitive 
“or people won’t shop here, 
they’ll go somewhere else.”
Martin says the traffic plan 
would really “have done the 
businessmen a favor but they got 
caught up in their own myopia.”
However, he confidently 
predicts that within five years 
there will be a one-way traffic 
system in Sidney once alter­
natives have been discussed and 
discarded and people understand 
the advantages.”
He says his stand on parallel 
, parking probably hurt him too 
“but 1 wouldn’t change my mind, 
I stand behind my position, I 
have confidence in my.self.”
And Martin adds,” I may have
Continued on Page A3
A fire of unknown origin 
gutted two power yachts and a 
double boathouse at the Royal 
Victoria Yacht Club station at 
Tschum Harbour on Saturday 
evening, doing damage estimated 
at about $60,000.
The boats, both of which sank, 
were the 26-foot U-roma, owned 
by Ward Palmer of Victoria, and 
the 25-root yacht Quail 11, owned 
by C.R. Boehm, of Victoria.
The fire was already well 
underway when it was first 
spotted, about 7 p.m. and seemed 
to involve both boats equally, so 
it was not ovious where it had 
started.
Mayor-elect Jay Rangel and Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey in good form. <>
Tom Cronk Photo
A number of people in Sidney 
—• including the RCMP —- have 
been credited with saving a 
visiting boat from breaking up at 
the government wharf during the 
Nov. 14 storm that hit the 
peninsula.
U
Joan gets miserable every time her children talk about Christ- 
I mas. She’s a single parent, her mortgage has doubled and she ciin’t 
I sell her house. ||
I The children’s father’s whereabouts arc unknown so there’s no || 
I help forthcoming from that direction. Jean clears $800 a month I 
I and most of that goes to make her mortgage payment. There’s very |j 
I little money left for food, let alone Christmas. I
And then there’s Lena, another single parent. But Lena’s|| 
unemployed. She has two children, one natural child and a step-1 
I child. Lena's trying hard to find a part-time job -- without success. I 
Her stepchild is trying to finish high school but it’s impossible --1 
she has to stay at home and look after the younger child because the | 
day care centres have closed down. I|
But Lena says the closures arc irrelevant. She couldn’t afford day I 
care, anyway. / I
These are just two examples of families who will benefit from| 
onr Chrinlmas Fund. Please call or send your doitations to Tlici 
Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, Sidney. Donations are tax deductible nnd| 
we have a lux number. As well, new toys are being accepted fori 
distribution and vve are also nfrepting gifts of fond, riiristmasl'l
goodies that will be packed up and delivered to homes by Sidney i 
Lions. ■. I
Please contribute to the Sidney Review/Sidney Lions Christmas | 
Fund for the Needy. Jij
ii'U
“The people of Sidney offered 
help and comfort, even risking 
personal injury to aid someone in 
dire need,” wrote Robert 
Knutson and Marilyn Laird, 
owners of the sailboat Interlude, 
vdiich the grateful pair say “was 
returned to us through the efforts 
of the wonderful people of 
Sidney, to whom we owe an 
enormous debt of gratitude.”
The story began two Saturdays 
• ago When the visitors from 
Washington tied up their boat at 
the government wharf and the 
storm broke loose. As the wind 
increased ind the seas grew It 
became apparent the Interlude 
was in trouble by virtue of its 
exposed and dangerous position.
By 6 a.m. Knutson and Laird 
were adding as many dock lines 
as they coidd as waves swamped 
the deck, breaking deck clcats.N 
Next on the scene were 
members of the RCMP who 
helped the cople lash the boat to 
the dock and then called the 
town’s animal control officer — 
Bob Wright who “although 
wakened early” came willingly 
and look “two very frightened 
ships cats” into protective 
custody.
As the situation worsened, 
though, the couple write they had 
begun to accept the possibility 
that cither the dock would break 
tip or — they watched dock lines 
ptiir apart one by one and fly 
away into the wind -r or the 
Imcrludc would pull away and be 
dafdicd again.si the rocks.
We were ready to give up, they 
say.
“But then people appeared 
beside us, ready to jump aboard 
the rolling Interlude and try new 
tactics to save her. They rigged 
up bridles and fastened them 
from the boat to the pilings, 
putting her away from the 
threatening dock.”
And indeed, the bout began 
riding out the era,siting waves 
more comfortably. ‘‘Those 
caring people gayc us new hope 
our boat W'ould be saved.
Eventually as winds subsided 
shortly after noon the boat was 
moved to more protective waters
again with the help of anolher 
local resident who helped guide
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Easy win 
for Parrott
Three Saanich school board 
trustee incumbents held ol'f 
challengers and were re-clcclcd 
Saturday. Rtibymay Parrott, 
John Bctt,s and Esther Galbraith 
were returned to office for two- 
year terms.
In Sidney, the seat vacated b y 
retiring trustee Roy Hyndman 
was won by Joe l.ott wlio polled 
917 votes against .561 by op* 
t>oneni Carol Oiom.
It was an easy win for Parrott, 
and Galbraith but in Saanich 
candidate Marilyn 1 oveless 
(1190) was not far behind in* 
cumbern john Bcu,s(l24?'♦2).
Jay Rangel for mayor and 
Rubyniay Parrott for school 
trustee were the overwhelming 
choice of North Saanich voters 
who turned out at the polls in 
record numbers Saturday.
Turnout was 66.37 per cent, a 
total of 2,222 voters, and 
probably the best in the province. 
Previous record was in 1979 with 
55.89 per cent voting.
Rangel received 1395 votes for 
mayor to George Westwood’s 
795. Parrott’s margin was even 
greater, with 1473 votes to Trevor 
^Davis’758.;:.;
In the aldermanic vote Alan 
Gornford headed;thri,poll [or jthe •, 
two-year term just as he did t-wo 
years ago;^ but Ccdnsiderably v: 
increased his margin. He received 
1,492 yotes. Harold Parrott was 
also re-elected, with 1,185 as was 
Jim Gumming with 1,178. Otto 
Hack was fairly close with 1,012, 
and Fred Zantvoort polled a 
respectable 874.
Two years ago Cornford had 
1,402, Gumming 1,359 and 
Parrott 1,345.
Both incumbents went down to 
defeat in the 11-candidate 
scramble for the three one-year 
terms. Dick Herlinveaux headed 
the poll with 849, followed by 
Nell Horth with 772 and David 
Terrell with 7'*'^
Aid. Edgai I arthing was fifth 
with 576, and Aid. Dermid 
Bingham, who had expressed a 
wish not to be rc-elected, was 
ninth, with 473.
Trevor Davis, who with 
Farthing and Bingham was one 
of the group that successfully 
opposed the Wain Road 
waterline, was eighth with 495.
La,St month 451 voters were 
enough to defeat the water line, 
but only 25 per cent of the voters 
turned out,
'The election has wiped out thc| 
deep division that exists on the 
present council, with Farthing 
iind Bingham often .strongly 
opposed to expenditures favored 
by the majority.
Mayor elect Rangel moved 
immediately to implement one of 
his campaign planks, adding 
residents who are not on council 
to the three main council com­
mittees, planning and land use, 
public works, and parks and 
recreation.
With the permission of Mayor 
Eric Sherwood he is a.sking 
people interested in .serving on 
the committees to leave their 
names at the municipal hall.
The new system can be in­
troduced only with the approval 
of the now council, however.
Both Horth and Terrell add 
something that was missing on 
the previous council. 'Terrell is 
the only nicmbci from the 
southeastern part of the 
municipality, and Horth, who 
vva’i an aldcrtnan for eight yettr:, 
on earlier councils, is the only 
woman. Dylis I’oolc, the other 
woman in the running, came 
ton nil with 664,
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Both North Saanich and 
Sidney fire departments at­
tended, with six trucks. The 
provincial emergency program 
lifeboat kept at Gedar Grove 
Marina, alongside the yacht club, 
was used with a portable pump to 
fight the fire from the water.
North Saanich fire chief Ron 
Rogers was the fir.st fireman on 
the scene. He entered the 
boathouse alongside to untie 
another yacht and push it out of 
harms way, and extinguished 
flames that had already spread to 
a sailboat on the opposite side, 
burning part of the furled 
mainsail and scorching the side.
Flames leaping more than 50 
feet in the air could be seen from 
the Pat Bay Highway, and many 
drivers got out of their cars to 
watch.
The boats were left resting on 
the bottom between the yacht 
club and Cedar Grove marina.
The boathouse was left d 
roofless, charred framework with 
some aluminum ^iding^:^^ 
hanging on it. '
Yacht club caretaker Harold 
Reid and manager Bob Bentley 
were the first to notice the fire. 
Cause is still under investigation.
Mayor Eric Sherwood Monday 
praised firefighters who 
“responded immediately and 












































Trustee for North Saanich
Kubymuy Parrott 1473
Trevor Davis 758
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beautiful handwoven gifts




the workshop is located at 9867 - 5th st., just a block 
north of beacon ave.
watch for the sign and follow the gravel pathway thru 
the garden ...




Listings in this directory are provided tree ol charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public service ol the Sidney 
Revievr. 656-115I.
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church ■ Pastor Mel Hoskyn, Greenglade School. 2151 lannon Way
Sidney council will set up a 
meeting with police and Jerry 
Eugene, the owner of Family Fun 
Centre on 3rd Street, following 
complaints by Eugene at Monday 
night’s council meeting that his 
business is now 10-15 per cent of 
what it was because of a decision 
by council.
Under a new bylaw, the fun 
centre — an amusement arcade 
— must close at 9 p.m. instead of 
11 p.m. and is barred to young 
people who are aged 17 or 
younger. (See full story front 
page, second section).
Eugene appeared with a group 
of young people and charged the 
bylaw was “totally devastating” 
and said he would go out of 
business after investing $100,000
in the centre.
Mayor Norma Sealey said the 
bylaw was not directed 
specifically at Eugene. There had 
been enquiries about other 
operations similar to Eugene’s by 
people who thought Sidney might 
be fertile ground, Sealey ex­
plained. She added that “if 
anything it protects your 
(Eugene’s) position.” In an 
indirect way, the bylaw was 
meant to discourage any more 
amusement arcade operators 
coming in, she said.
However, Eugene didn’t .see it 
that way. He said there was no 
trouble in his centre and all the 
trouble referred to by the mayor 
and relating to police reports.
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrews • Rev. David Fuller 
9686 • 3rd Street. Sidney 
•SI. Mary's • 1934 Cullra Ave,. Saanichtoii 
•St. Stephens • Rev. Ian Putter.
St. Stephens Rd.
• Brentwood Parish Church • Rev. Canon Rogers. 792 Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay 









•Bethel Fellowship - Pastor N.B. Harrison............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2269 Milts Rd , Sidney.............. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•Friendship Baptist Church • Pastor Ernie Kralolil, Stelly's School, 1627 Slelly's Cross Rd 
•Sluggelt Memorial Church. 7008 W. Saanich Rd.. Brentwood Bay - Pastor V, Mordsironi 







•Our Lady ol the Assumption, 7726 West Saanich Rd
•SI. Elizabeth’s Church. 10030 Third SI.. Sidney ... ................................................................................  .............. 656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church : Pastor Tom Gardner ................ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 652-4521
9925 • ,5th St.. Sidney...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .656-3544
INDEPENDENT FUNDAMENTAL
•Beracah Bible Church - Pastor Foy L. Spivey. 5500 Hamsterly Rd................. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. ■, .-474-1545
Crop dusting for the 1982 
farming year has been approved 
by Central Saanich council 
provided the public is given 
advance warning through the 
press and proper signs are posted 
on the properties concerned.
A letter from Crop .Care 
Aviation Ltd. was read at 
Monday night’s environment and 
legislation committee meeting
and Aid. Ruth Arnaud, chairman 
of the committee, told members 
the police had already been in­
formed of the request.
Aerial application operations 
are infrequent in the 
municipality, she explained, but 
very necessary when wet weather 
prohibits the farmer from ap­
plying products himself.
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church - Pastor Dennis J. Paap. 2295 Weiler Ave..........  ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..  .656-2721,656-7484
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldfield Road Gospel Chapel • Rev. Ken W, Finstad. 5506 Oldfield Road, (P.A.O.C.),. 
•Sidney Pentecostal - Rev. Vein Tisdalle 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd. (P.A.O.C.)
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Pastor M.A. Atwood. 10469 Resthaven Dr.. Sidney
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
, 2210 Eastleigh Way. Sidney .,
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•SI. John's - Rev. Hori Pratt..... . . . . . . .
10990 West Saanich Rd,....:..,...
’ •St. Paul's I... .;...................
: 2410 Malaview - Rev. Hori Prall . ..................... .
•Shady Creek - 7180 East Saanich Rd. Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
: •Brentwood .T..,.: .v.-.}.: I.
,, 7162 West Saanich Rd. • Rev. Melvin H. Adams ;...........
SUPPPP THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE
msBs
Liban Pizza LUNCH 
SPECIAL 
OF THE DAY
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
PLUS Choice of Soup or Salad, 
Coffee or Tea & Dessert.
We are located at 
7120 W. Saanich Road




OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. lor 
FINE CANADIAN & CHINESE FOOD 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT
812 Verditr Ave. BrenteMil Bay 652-3622
THE
il^rrntujoob 3jim
OVEKLODKINO BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY
Droaklast. Lunch S Dinner Dally 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drive 652-2413
Canoe Cove Coffee Shop
at dr**»Oi , CANOE COVE 
MARINA
Open Daily 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
6S6-2398




Sm;iAl lYINCi IN SrAIOOl) A SICAK
OPEN OAILY roil LUNCH & UINER lOloked luiidayl
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STEAK. PIZZA i SPAGHETTI HOUSE 
Evening Dining In Fine Mediterranean Tradliion 
Mon -Ihurs 11 a m - <2 mid 
Fti SScil 11.1 m, ■ 1 ii ni Sun 4 d in • to p m 
Reservations 656-5596 Take Outs 646-5697




BEACON AVE,, SIDNEY B 0 
The Finest In Family Dining 
OPEN 7 A.M. • MIDNIGHT
656-1176
RICS’I’AXJTIANT
Specializing In Chmoese S Canadian Food 
OPfN Mon Ihuis 4 30 ■ Midiiighi 
In 5,11 4 30-1,30401 Sun 4;30-fl liOpm
lleliviiry with niiiiimiim order
-r.-
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IlieiitwMd Shopping Plata 
YloniHl.iyill (kitikiiiQ <1, lliiiiiny 
,11 (lid I aslwined Piiliis
OpaA 7 diyi a weak 7 am • B pm
IICINGII) OSRtlDlI
HiH'p dlnlH' (!ll|alct
Open lor Lunch and Oinnar 
Tuii<il.iy to Siiliitey
iCltised lot I unih liiesri.iyi
Wadnaiitiy Smergaiboiii niimar and < 
Thi Niw Sunday i<'iinr.h
Rosorvtitions 6515-3541
Cuime hoixQiio
I vening liming (mm rt p m 
ICioaed Tuesdayai
WuM .‘,,i,iitii h Hq |iy 
M-;iV4l O.iK finaii|iiii(| t.enhu
llOGefVHlIohs 479-2123
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hotel Sidney
fool bl Roar,nil Ava. 
OCEAN VIEW
liy (liji l.thiriu!, !.,ll.iil li.ti 
III Ihii I iiiini)i! 1)1 Diniiii) Hnrnii
Entortainmonl 6564131
LAM’S
7B55 tail Saanich Rd , SAANICHTON PIAZA 
thinaaa A wasiiin Eonci - (at in or Taka Out 
ERff DfllVfliy Irnm 5 pm williin 4 mi 
wiih inin, oiriar
Ol'l N Mull llUiMi 11 ,1111 H lull ’
I ti - S.il 11 (iiil - 11 fiiii V,iin h Hill it ,1111 • H IHII
LIClNCf-O bbl'.i'llll
RESTAURANT
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PENINSULA DINERS know about 
YOUR PLACE TO BAL
CALL NOW; 666*1151 to reserve tills space.
Vou'ii lind a wido varioty ol load lasios listed oach wook in our flmmq quirie, Whaiovor 
You tiT iditsiT'fiUitt III t(t,H)i (.'ihinoac! to I'lzza, \m tYninaiiia ,i((‘,i ha'; iiio rusifUirniTl
2493 Beacon Avo. 656-3944
REDDI-CHEF
656-5331
BBin • 4TH ST., .SIDNEY 
•Uhickiin • Ribs •Hur(|iiis •Snil li:n Giimhi
MON,•rill. SAT, SUN11'8 11;30.a 12-11
■^cauhia
Pesiamant
r FAMILY OININR AT FAMILY PRICES
Mini 1(11II ',1 rini • 9 pin 
S,il HI,till ■ to pm Sun It .im 'ipiii
656-4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
SEA BREEZE CAFE
9776 ■ 4th St., Sidney
llehihd ihii tViM Olhi iimcmiim w 
FISH & CHIPS
BREAKFAST • I.IINCII • DINNER
Open IXply 'I '.10 ,tm 7 30 (iin ' I'.insnp Mmn.iy
Complete Take Out Service 656-1621
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
Joan & Qoorgo
.OPEN DAILY luat, thiu Slliiiday 
11:30 a m • 7 30 p m
9807 - 4lli SI,, Sidney 
TAKEOUT 656-6722
Silver Dragon Restaurant
Ghinoso i^ood at 
Roasonable Prices
DA'IV lUWLH ftPrCIAL 
PIEK IIP A lAKE Dill
2470 Beacon 6S6-iai2
happened outside his place or 
across the street. Eugene said he 
wasn’t responsible for what 
happened outside his business.
He was backed by Saanich 
Cablevision’s Mike Stanlake, 
who said cutting back the centre’s 
hours of operation and imposing 
the age limit was to treat the 
symptoms rather than the 
problem.
Kids hanging around would 
find a second place to go. 
“Maybe they’ll sit in front of 
Safeway and they’ll have to 
close.”
shutting the centre down but 
Stanlake disagreed. “The 
business licence sounds 
punitive,” he said. “You know 
most business is at night so you 
shut him down at 9 p.m. By 
passing that bylaw you will 
destroy his business. Don’t you 
know that?”
The mayor insisted there were 
a number of incidents that led to 
police action and cited eight 
dates, occasions in which police 
had to intervene outside the 
centre.
It’s not his (Eugene’s) 
problem, it’s the town’s problem, 
Stanlake said.
Sealey said the town was not
Following Sealey’s suggestion 
of a meeting with Eugene and 
police the owner .said he’d “meet 




The election song was over but 
the French Immersion discord 
lingers on and echoes were heard 
at Monday night’s Saanich 
school board meeting.
Two of the chief spokesmen 
tor the anti-French Immersion 
forces were present to question 
board chairman Gerry 
Kristianson about a letter over his 
name published in the Nov. 18 
issue of The Sidney Review.
The letter was signed by 
Kristianson as chairman of the 
school board. Was it written with 
the knowledge and support of all 
members of the board? asked 
Phyllis Cullis. She wanted an 
individual reply from each 
member of the board.
The letter, which urged voters 
to keep in mind the fact that 
board candidate Joe Lott had 
pledged to destroy the middle 
school system in the school 
district, was written and signed 
by him, said Kristianson. No 
other member of the board, was 
consulted.
On what did he base his 
statement that Lott wanted to 
destroy the middle school 
.system? asked another member 
of the anti-French Immersion 
contingent, Betty Colley.
On Lott’s o\vn statement, said 
Kristianson. When he went on to 
explain, and it seemed as though 
the issue was going to be the basis 
for a dialogue, trustee Rubymay 
Parrott intervened.
The election was over and such 
a discussion served no useful 
purpose whatsoever, said Mrs. 
Parrott. There was just no value 
in a verbal hassle.
Earlier Joe Lott, who won a 
seat on the board of trustees, was 
congratulated by Kristianson 
along with the other successful 
candidates incumbents Esther 
Galbraith and John Betts.
At the same meeting Roy 
Nyndman who is retiring from 
office, was thanked by 
Kristianson on behalf of the 
school district for the valuable 
service he has rendered.
Although it has not been 
formally ratified a settlement has 
been workeda out which will see 
teachers in Saanich School 
District-63 get increases of ap­
proximately 16.4 per cent.
It has not been determined 
what this will cost the school 
district and the figure, which is 
somewhat lower than many in 
British Columbia, was worked 
out over several weeks’ 
negotiation between a team from 
the board and representatives of 
Saanich Teachers Association.
The average wage now for 
teachers in Saanich School 
District is about $31,669.
. The same settlement will see 
Saanich teachers taking part in 
school board discussions with the 
teachers’ association president 
invited to sit at the board table 
with trustees at meetings with full 
rights to speak. She will not have' 
voting privileges.
“I believe this is a first for the 
province,” said board chairman 
Gerry Kristianson recently.
The district’s provisional 
budget, $21.49 millions, is up 
about 17 per cent this year. 
How'cvcr, budget cutting sessions 
have not yet begun and the 





SPECIALS FOR THE 
HANDYMAN
3/8" VARIABLE SPEED REVERSING DRILL.
0-1200 rpm, 3 amps, Rovorsing switch. Dou- 






Ptopano torch head with stool humor. 
Comes romplclo with tank,
1145-308.12. .
OPEN
FRIDAY NIGHT TILL 9 P.M. 









A Brentwood youth escaped 
almost unscratched Monday 
morning after his car flew more 
thn 100 feet through the air and 
landed on its roof in a single- 
vehicle accident at Wallace Drive 
and Benvenuto Ave.
Police said the car driven by 
Graham Turner, 20, of 7212 
Peden Lane, going north on 
Wallace Drive, went through a 
stop sign at high speed and 
straight across Benvenuto.
Wallace Drive jogs to the east 
at that point. The car hit a rock at 
the far side of Benvenuto, 
travelled 108 feet in the air, 
landed upside down and slid 
another 30 feet. A witness 
estimated its speed at 100 miles 
an hour.
The 1975 Pontiac was a 
complete wreck, with its roof 
crushed in, but Turner suffered 
only a scratched hand. He has 
been charged with driving 
without due care and attention.
In another single-car accident 
in Brentwood the occupants were 
not so lucky. Janet Bolster, 1800 
Keating Cross Road, spent two 
days in Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital with scalp cuts and a 
fractured rib and her husband 
Douglas was treated for a cut 
forehead after their car went 
through the guard rail in the 
7,000 block Wallace Drive and 
landed upside down in a drainage 
ditch. The accident occurred at 4 
a.m. Saturday. Darnage was 
estimated at $2,000 to the vehicle 
and $500 to the guardrail. Mrs. 
Bolster was the driver.
Bigger is Better
By Crania Litwin
A number of small parks 
throughout the municipality are 
not as appealing or practicable as 
fewer, larger, better-developed 
parks according to parks and 
recreation committee chairman 
Ron Cullis.
Cullis made these points during 
a Central Saanich committee 
meeting Monday night when 
members learned there are 11 
neighbourhood parks and a 
further seven nature parks in the 
district.
The inventory located and 
showed the condition of small 
land parcels dedicated to the 
municipality as neighbourhood 
parks -— mostly through sub-
the line
During preliminary discussions 
of next year’s budget Central 
Saanich council finance com­
mittee chairman Trevor Jones 
told committee members there is 
a good chance the mill rate can be 
held constant for next year. ^
“There is a definite possibility 
that we can hofd the line and even ' 
a slight possibility of a decrease,’’ 
he said Monday night.
Jones added holding the line 
was going to be possible without 
cutting services -T- “In fact there 
will be a reasonable increase in 
services.’’
He cited two reasons for the 
municipality’s sound financial 
state as council’s not spending 
money unwisely and the increase 
in tax assesment due to the in­
crease in building.
During discussions of next 
year’s budget aldermen were told 
by staff that some of the large 
expenditures for the coming year 
would be an $80,000 road 
.sweeper and $106,000 truck for 
fire fighting purposes.
Aid. Dick Sharpe also pointed 
oiil that council should look at 
road maintenance in a number of 
areas for next year.
Jay Rangel 
the choice
Conlinued i’roui Page A1
, Davis, having been defeated 
for both alderman and school 
trustee, appciircd by Monday 
mortiing to be quite pleased with 
the results. He said he would be 




ContiniU'd from Page A1
been a lousy politician bitt I’ve 
been a good alderman.”
Sowerby accepted her (.lefcat 
gracefully, "The referee blew the 
whistles,” site says. “As an ex- 
athlete, as soon as the game is 
over I accept the result,”
Sidney folk praised
C'onliiitied froiii Paiic A1
the bo.nt ihrough log-covered 
breaking seas to a safe moorage.
“And once the crisis was over 
even mrtre kind people offered 
transportation to and frttni town 
and general syntpathy for us and 
otir ordeal,”
Soon after, the couple were 
back on the InierUtde, ready to 
coniinne ibeir cruise to Senitle.
division.
Many of the parks consist of 
less than an acre of land and 
some are .considerably less 
totalling .25 acre as in the case of 
Seamount Park, .16 acre for 
Brentwood Heights Park and .12 
acre for Michell Park.
“Neighbourhood parks can be 
awkward, expensive and in­
convenient when development 
occurs after a housing project is 
completed.
“It would be better for all 
concerned to encourage the 
developer to create a park-like 
environment, rather than leave a 
place for junk to accumulate.
“Development should be kept
to the basics, so that the burden 
ol maintenance is minimal.”
Cullis concluded neigh­
bourhood parks are labour- 
intensive since municipal crews 
often spend more time on the 
road travelling from one site to 
another than actually in the park 
grounds themselves.
Cullis suggested in the coming 
year council look at the 
possibility of instituting a 
development cost charge bylaw' to 
be used “in concert w'ith a 
recreation development plan.”
“We w'ould be able to apply 
tho funds approved by that bylaw 
against specific recreation 
resources,” he said.
Meetings set 
• on French 
innnersion 
classes
French Immersion may be 
coming to Cordova Bay school 
but before forms are sent out for 
parent applications a public 
meeting will be held at which the 
w'hole issue w'ill be explained.
This w'as the decision of 
Saanich school board Monday 
night on a motion of trustee John 
Beits. It was also decided 
meetings would be held sometime 
in the future at Keating, Deep 
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From the Nov. 24, 1921, issue of 
The Review
Candidates in the Nanaimo 
Riding, which included Sidney, 
for the federal election were T.B. 
Booth for the Liberals, C.H. 
Dickie for the Conservatives and 
W.A. Pritchard for the Socialisr 
Party of Canada.
North Saanich residents likely set a record in the 
province, as well as in the municipality, with a turnout 
of 66.37 per cent in Saturday’s election. Problems 
within council were highly publicised in recent 
months, not only by the media but by residents 
themselves, and obviously led to high voter interest.
The results of the election auger well for the future. 
The team of aldermen — which includes returned 
incumbents Alan Cornford, Harold Parrott and Jim 
Gumming — should work well with newly-elected 
mayor Jay Rangel. The new council will be busy in 
coming months with decisions to be made on water, 
policing, a new fireball and the joint library endeavor 
with Sidney.
Sidney voters did a switch and the people vvho 
topped the polls two years ago were on the bottom end 
Saturday with two incumbents— Ross Martin and 
Eleanor Sowerby— going down to defeat.
Martin’s defence of the town’s proposed traffic 
plan and its expropriation of a portion of Sidney and 
North Saanich Community Hall Association 
(SANSCHA) property to make way for an overpass at 
Pat Bay Highway and Beacon Avenue, probably 
accounts for his defeat.
Although council as a whole approved both the 
traffic plan and expropriation, Martin was the only 
alderman to stick to his guns during the election, 
refusing to waffle on the issues even though he knew 
he might lose his seat.
Martin has given seven years of devoted service to 
the commuhity and will be missed.
With Martin gone. Mayor Norrna'Sealey wjll be 
somewhat isolated on council. Newcomer Eoyd 
Burdon, we recall, wanted to introduce a fox among 
the chickens at council and “throw a few feathers 
around” and Jim Lang’i stated views todate have 
been critical of Sealey. McCandlish is against the 
traffic plan, as are Burdon and Lang, and the three 
newcomers will likely carry the returned incumbents 
— Ben Ethier and Stan Bamford — with them, not 
only on the traffic plan and expropriation, but with 
other issues.
Traditionally, the mayor sits on the Capital 
Regional Board and Sealey is not only a regional 
director, she also chairs the CRD board. We hear 
plans are afoot to oust Sealey from her CRD seat — 
and we hope this won’t happen.
Sealey has distinguished herself as mayor and as 
chairman of CRD and is knowledgeable and capable. 
Some newly-elected aldermen may hold very differing 
views to the mayor’s but all must learn to work 
together, to give and take. Sealey’s experience will be 
invaluable to newcomers — and they should take
advantage of it. The mayor, meanwhile will have to 
come to some accommodation with those differing 
views.
All that's left of the Quail II following Saturday's fire at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club 
outstation in Tsehum Harbour [Story on page I] Rob Biacow Photos
Thanks, Ross Martin
By now the election news has 
probably reached the ears of 
most Sidney voters. That is to 
say, the Sidney council chambers 
will soon be occupied by new 
aldermen as the old ones vacate.
The purpose of my letter at this 
time is to take time to thank the 
last council, but more 
specifically, to thank Ross 
Martin for a job well done.
The community has undergone 
a lot of positive growth as a result 
of Aid. Martin’s seven years of 
service on council.
Amongst his work over the 
past years, Martin has been an • 
active supporter of our youth 
programme here on the penin­
sula. It is my opinion that he has 
put forth more in this area than 
any other member of council.
1 am sincerely sorry that 
Martin has not been re-elected to 
Sidney council. I do hope Ross 
continues to involve himself in 
our community, as people like : 
him are heeded yery much.
It: may be seen ina very short 
time that Joni Mitchell said adot 
when she sang “you don’t know 





council for the coming year 
which augurs well for the 
municipality. 1 shall do 
everything I can to make my term 
of office a worthwhile effective 
one for the district as a whole.
It was particularly gratifying to 
find so many people willing to 
serve the community on the 
municipal level. With 18 can­
didates and only six seats to be 
.filled, it is hoped that those who 
didn’t make it this time, 
especially those trying for a first 
time, will not be discouraged, but 
will try again. Good citizens all!
Nell Horth 
10837 Deep Cove Rd.
Seal. It was an honest mistake on 
her part and of no legal con­
sequence because the Municipal 
Seal has no force or legal 
significance unless countersigned 
by the signing oficer.
it was of no greater con­
sequence than using a municipal 
letterhead as scratch-paper. 
Wasteful if you like but certainly 
no justification for public 
censure.
“The Local Butchers”, in 
Sidney, ran an advertisement 
stating “Election time makes 
some folks peddle some queer 
stuff, but we insist on selling 
good beef all the time.”
50 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 25, 1931, issue of 
The Review
The Sidney Athletic Club, 
which is already under 
organization, promises to 
provide the best of athletic sports 
and training for both young and 
old. The gymnasium over the 
office of the Sidney Lumber Co. 
Limited is already equipped with 






Through the auspices of your 
paperWe-would like to thank the 
voters of North Saanich forTheir 
support and confidence.
The turnout of voters was a 
record, one that North Saanich 
can be proud of — Thank you 
again.
Rubymay Parrott 
' Harold Parrott 
9620 Ardmore Drive
1 am sure I speak for many 
residents of Sidney when I thank 
Ross Martin for his efforts on 
our behalf. We regret that he was 
defeated at the polls on Saturday.
As an alderman he considered 
not only the commercial ad­
vantages of propositions put to 
Council, but in a humane way he 
considered the individuals af­
fected by council’s decisions. 
This is rare in our greedy culture.






Voters in Saanich School District 63 returned the 
three incumbent trustees — Rubymay Parrott and 
John Betts, both pro-French immersion candidates, 
and Esther Galbraith, who is opposed to the program 
so it seems residents mostly ignored the issue, 
except perhaps in Saanich where the race was close 
between Betts and newcomer Marilyn Loveless.
With former principal Joe Lott elected in Sidney — 
he campaigned to dismantle the program and 
remaining trustees Lois Walsh, Pat Murphy and Gerry 
Kristianson in favor, the board still has a clear 
majority of trustees who wish to retain French im­
mersion.
Now the threat of the program being dis.solved is 
over, the board will no doubt have a great deal to 
think about. And that would include the future of the 
French immersion program.
Even Us supporters admit there are flaws, tlicrcforc 
planning for space and teachers for the years ahead is 
a major undertaking.
Keeping the anti-French immersion people happy 
and satisfied their children arc getting a fair share of 
the pie is another. The demand for an extension of the 
basic French language program poses problems 
because it is costly — and this is another issue with 
which the board must wrestle,
' Upgrading the Engli.'^h program another request 
from immersion opponents — is another headache. 
First, the board must decide if it needs to be improved 
and if SO, how to tackle this task ,
Trustees have a lot of work ahead of them and 
many decisions to make.
Farthing^s battle 
for thrift
It scents to me that the old- 
fasliioncd word “thrift” simply 
has no meaning for current 
governments at any level,
For fonr years Edgar Farthing 
tried to explain “thrift” to North 
Saanich council. Mis role was not 
a popular one, and now he hu.s 
been duly ttirfcd out. Such is 
politics.
However, I, for one, would 
like to thank him for his long 
battle on behalf of those of us 
who have to pay for it all. I also 
hope against hope that at least 
one of the newcomers to council 
will take up the fight where he 
left off.
Susan 1.. l.apham 
540 Downey
Although Saturday’s election is 
now history and some good 
people will serve us, the Review’s 
headline “Lies” cannot go 
unanswered.
•Re “circumvention” of a 
referendum. Despite passage of 
first and second readings of the 
borrowing Bylaw 365, the council 
majority authorized by resolution 
the commencement of the Wain 
Road pipeline using funds 
budgeted for other purposes, 
although the Municipal Act 
.stipulates a grace period of 30 
days in which 5 per cent of .*.|he 
electors may petition for public 
approval by referendum.
I and Olliers therefore urged 
the mayor to seek legal advice on 
the legality of the resolution, and 
acting upon this advice he called 
a special council meeting for the 
purpose of rescinding it.
Surely it is fair comment that 
this improper resolution was 
intended to circumvent the 
referendum and the possible 
consequence of Itaving no money 
should it be defeated, as it was,
•Re "attempted defamation”. 
The dictionary defines 
“defamation” as “injury to
Among the wild charges 
levelled at Dr. Bingham in the 
ensuing acrimonious “debate” 
staged in the presence of the 
press, it was claimed that there 
was intent to use a Xerox copy of 
the petition bearing a municipal 
seal as a means to deceive others 
into believing it was an officially- 
sponsored document.
Last Monday, Mayor Sher­
wood sought to“e,xonerate” Dr. 
Bingham with the prepared 
statement that the censure 
“should not be construed as 
implying any dishonesty, 
'deception, fraud or unethical 
.conduct”.l'-' 
Since the entire incident arose 
from a silly mistake by a 
municipal employee, how can Dr. 
Bingham be criticized for 
anything? To say the least, the 
council majority went off at half- 
cock, condemning an innocent 
man without proper investigation 
of the facts.
1 believe it is fair comment that 
there was intent to injure Dr. 
Bingham’s reputation, as I stated 
in my election flyer.
The entire “debate” is 
recorded on tape. Perh,Aps our 
residents should hear this tape in 
order that they may be better able 
to judge for themselves the at­
titudes and motives of the council 
members participating therein, 
and to determine what apologies 
arc due to whom and by whom, 
In my view rescission of this ill- 
sonsidered censure is overdue, 
That this distinguished surgeon 
and world-figure should have 
been so badly treated by our little 
municipal council is to me a 
source of shame and regret, and I 
would think also to any other 
fair-thinking resident. It 
motivated me to stand for ari’ice 
on this issue alone,
Trevor Davis 
9080 Ardmore Drive
George Pilcher, secretary of 
the Royal Empire Society, Lon­
don, England, will be the speaker 
at the next social supper of the 
North Saanich Service Cub. He is 
giving a series of lectures 
throughout Canada . on “The 
British Achievements in India,” 
illustated with lantern slides.
40 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 26, 1941, issue of 
The Review
The sum' of $9,185.91 was 
added to the Lord Mayor’s Fund 
Friday night when Mayor 
Andrew McGavin was presented 
with a certified cheque ... the 
proceeds from the sale of tickets 
during the last two or three 
months on the three 1941 
Chevrolet cars given by the 
Knights of Pythias.
Representatives of the Bank of 
Montreal, Gdvernment Street 
branch, Victoria, will be at the 
Sidney Trading Company 
Limited store on Nov. 29, bet­
ween the hours of 1 p.m. and 3 
p.m. ■ General banking business 
will be transacted.
30 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 25, 1951, issue of 
The Review
Norman T. Wright, executive 
of F.N. Wright and Co., 
wholesale oil distributors, 
became the first native son to 
hold office as president of the 





reputation”, and “censure” as
Good mix 
on council
May 1 raFf* a lirle cpacF' in your 
newspaper to express my ap­
preciation to those who con- 
liibulcd It) ill) succc’ij. at (he {Kills 
in tiie leccnt Noith Saanich 
aldermanic election. It appears 
tliat we have a good mix on
the “act of condemning”. The 
inherent intent of public censure 
is injury to reputation.
Careful investigation of the 
incident reveals that Dr. Bingham 
on Aug 26 delivered to the 
municipal office a petition 
hearing signatures requesting a 
referendum. He reque.sied a 
Xerox copy, ilicrcof suitabl) 
receipted as proof of delivery on 
that date, by stamping with tlte
municipal dnti* ‘•(n,mp 'vlfich i’: 
applied to all incoming 
correspondence.
Tluougli uiisuiujcrstanding the 
clerical employee aitixcd 
adhesive red stickers and em­
bossed them with the Municipal
It is regrettable that any 
election campaign seems to draw 
out falsehoods and iniuietido that 
may leave a wrong impression if 
not corrected. There have been a 
great many statements in this 
recent campaign that fall into this 
category, but two in particular 
that I feel obliged to comment 
on. as I am directly involved, 
(Appeared in the Review Nov. 11
In trying to instill fear that a 
prov incial grant will not be fortli- 
corning for the traffic plan, Jim 
Lang quotes a recent edict from 
ilu Municipal Finance 
Auiiiority which states it will only 
be allowing money for essential
project
As one of the seven provincial 
trustees of the MFA let me assure 
you (liat vse do not issue edicts 
such as that, or in fact make 
those kinds of rulings. The only 
( onllnuetl on Page A5
The 77th anniversary of church 
work in the area was celebrated 
on Nov, 18, in St. Paul’s United 
Church, Sidney, and in Shady 
Creek church in North Saanich 
. . . the church at Shady Creek 
has stood on its prsent site for 57 
years and for at least 20 years 
prior to that time a Methodist 
church stood on the McMillan 
farm ... this chapel was 
presided over by a negro lay 
preacher, Mr. Alexander.
20 YEARS AGO
From (he Nov. 22, 1961, Issue of 
The Review
It is .IS years since the Sidney 
hardware and lumber firm, 
Mitchell and .Anderson Lumber 
Co. Ltd.,Was founded, 1 tv 1936, 
at tile peak of a long dcprc.ssion, 
the newly formed company 
assumed the buildings and 
various facilities of the defunct 
Sidney Mill and entered a long
association with the community.
* * * ■
Samiich Ml,A .lohn Tisdnlle is 
pressing for the completion of 
McTavish Road in conjunction 
vviih the paving of the new
section of Patricia Bav Highway.
10 YEARS AGO
From till’ Nov, 24, 1971, Issue of 
The Review
Saanich scliool hoard an­
nounced a capital referendum 
program totalling $1,838,(XX) to 
be presented to area ratepayers in 
Fcbrmuy, 107.',. Main iicm v.a!. 
construction of n new siwndaty 
scliool on McDonald Park Road]
F.ddy and Mary Eng retired 
after 25 years as operators of the 
Beacon C’afe. New owner Bill 
IwHiie (UuuHinccU he was 










Continued from Page A4
recent directive even remotely 
relating to his statement, is one 
issued by Chris Woodward of 
municipal affairs, urging caution 
in submissions for loan 
authorization.
If any applications for funding 
are to be denied, they will be 
denied by Chris Woodward, not 
by MFA!
It should be pointed out that 
the directive in question was sent 
in September, at the peak of the 
market, whereas it has been in a 
fairly steady decline almost ever 
since. 1 would also add that in 
any event the traffic plan funding 
has been assured (and paid to 
date) on the basis that it is an 
“essential project”, and fur­
thermore has a joint 
municipal/provincial com­
ponent.
1‘he second point is a matter of 
innuendo. Again from Jim Lang 
who states, “council’s 
representative on CRD — Mayor 
Norma Sealey — should bring 
back fuller reports of meetings,” 
which seems to imply that 
something is being kept from 
council.
Let me assure you that council 
has had reports on everything 
pertaining to this area, and, in 
fact, this year while I have been 
CRD chairman, 1 would venture 
to say council has had particular 
access to information.
Certainly I do not report back 
details of View Royal sewers, or 
planning and zoning in Sooke, by 
agreement of council two years 
ago that they did not wish that 
kind of detail.
1 should also point out though, 
that should they want to know 
details of such matters, all 
regional material is totally ac­
cessible to them. Each week at 
CRD produces a net yield of 
approximately a five to six-inch 
stack of papers on my desk. If 
someone is in need of reading 
material, it is available.
Norma L. Sealey 
Mayor, Sidney
no : / ; ■
a: comjort^ plemure :
The 'two letters from the so- 
called “pubs” regarding Aid. 
Ross Martin’s comments, “a 
barn.” 1 personally have no time 
for Martin and his views, but I 
must admit he sure is right about 
“a barn”.
I myself had a pub in England 
for about two years and both our 
outlets are worse than barns. 
There is no personal comfort or 
pleasure to be gained by visiting 
them unless you want to get 
sloshed, pan drunk or well oiled.
It is time for a change — 
somewhere where there is no one 





On a November morning .some 
three years ago memhors (tf the 
Underwater, Archaeological 
Society of British Columbia 
(UASBC) discovered the remains 
of the historic Mcamer SS 
Iroquois which sank off Sltcll 
Isltind on April 10, 1911.
Upoij positively identifying llic 
wreck as bieng the Irotpiois the 
UASBC invited a mimbt'r of 
Sidney (livers, led by Chick 
(ioodman, |o visit the remains 
with a view to deciding how best 
to survey, irrotect .and conserve 
tliis importitnt piece of B.C.'s 
m.aritime Iteriliige.
Soon til'ter the discovery the
Winncir of
The Lion’s Club 400
Iroquois was designated a 
protected heritage site by the 
provincial government and as 
such the wreck cannot be 
disturbed, tampered with or even 
dived upon without a valid 
permit from the Heritage 
Conservation branch of the 
provincial government.
A preliminary grid survey and 
artifact catalogue was begun by 
the UASBC and later, due to 
other UASBC projects un­
derway, it ws agreed Sidney 
divers carry on the work while 
supplying the UASBC with 
regular “updates” on the 
operations.
Goodman and his group held a 
permit on the Iroquois for some 
time during which a great many 
artifacts were raised, some of 
which found their way into the 
Sidney Museum and some to 
display around the Town of 
Sidney itself.
The UASBC recently recieved 
a grant from the B.C. Heritage 
Trust to compile a total inventory 
of all the historic wrecks of the 
Gulf Islands area, to update 
information on the three 
protected wrecks in the Gulf 
Islands (Zephyr, Del Norte, 
Iroquois) with a view to deciding 
how to belter protect them and to 
engage in a number of searches 
for as yet unfound shipwrecks in 
the Gulf Islands area.
The Iroquois will figure 
prominently in this study as we 
are sure the change in its con­
dition from the day of its 
discovery to the present will be 
quite dramatic. At present the 
UASBC holds the only valid 
permit to conduct diving 
operations at the Iroquois site 
and we plan to begin work within 
the next two months.
For this and the other exciting 
phases of our project we invite 
Sidney area divers to join the 
UASBC by contacting us at Box 
2144, New Westminster, B.C.
The planned search, phases of 
our project will prove especially 
interesting to most underwater 
enthusiasts as vve are going to be 
employing side scan ■ sonar, 
submersibles ,as well as con­
ventional search techniejues.









In the past we recieved great 
support from divers of southern 
Vancouer Island and the Gulf 
Islands and we certainly hope we 
can rely on it again.
Come join us in this rewarding 
and worthwhile project . . . 
meanwhile, respect your 
marineheritage.
Di Griffiths [President] 
Jeff Yallop [Secretary/Treasurer] 
Underwater Archaeological 
Society of British Columbia
Will return
the favor
I would like to thank all the 
people at Panarama Leisure 
Centre who helped Sooke’s Pup 
Rep team get goalie equipment 
after a mi.\-up on our part.
Your coaches were very helpful 
and a special thanks to the 
gentleman who came from home 
to open up the equipment room 
so we were able to dress our 
goalie.
1 was very pleased with the 
amount of co-operation we 
received from everyone involved 
and hopefully I’ll somehow be 
, able to return the favour. Thanks 
again.
Al McGee 
9 - 721 Station Road.
Support
watermain
As a part-time resident of the 
Ardmore area since 1942, 1 have 
been interested in the discusssions 
respecting the delivery of water to 
the Ardmore area.
In my opinion there are.several 
considerations to be born in 
mind.
•As more and more people 
move into the Ardmore section, 
the water table is undoubtedly 
declining. On niy own property 1 
find one of my wells that had not 
failed before ran short of water 
on several occasions this summer. 
1 believe ^ this situation will 
become more and more in­
tensified. /
•The pollution of Cole Bay is a 
tragedy. In years past we very 
much enjoyed the clams, crabs 
and other shellfish we obtained 
from the bay; they are now 
inedible. It is rapidly ap­
proaching the point where it 
won’t be advisable to swim in the 
Bay. Ardmore beach is, of 
course, a very happy recreational 
spot for many people in the are of 
North Saanich, to say nothing of 
points further south.
•The provision of water and 
sewage is characteristic of a 
growing area. Ardmore has now 
passed the point where it may be 
regarded as a purely rural area.It 
has become indeed a peripheral 
suburban area and as such should 
enjoy the amenities ordinarily 
associated with that type of 
living.
The disadvantages of water 
and sewage, as 1 understand 
them, advocated by its op­
ponents, arc the costs and the 
resulting increases in taxes. It 
.seems to me that with the present 
inflationary tendency, the cost 
arc goining to increase in future 
rather than decline, and 
ultimately it must be evident that 
it is a measure which will have to 
betaken.
Furthermore, the small in­
crease in taxes each year will, 1 
am sure, be more than offset by





is recommended before pregnancy 
occurs. Women of childbearing age 
who have not been immunized 
should have their rubella immunity 
status checked and girls should ac­
cept protection when offered in 
Grade. 5. For further information 
contact your family physician or any 
C.R.D. Health Office listed on page 
9 of the blue pages in the Victoria 
and area telephone book.
pi!
AT BUDGET RENT A TRUCK WE OFFER 
LOW MONTHLY RATES, STARTING ATSSKt
CALL US FOR A: PICK UP, PANEL, MOVING VAN 
MINI VAN, TRACTOR, ETC. AIRPORT OFFICE
656-3731
Ask about our Commercial & Industrial Rates and Leasing.
5 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK Monthly rental inciiitlos 2.0£)l) Iroo km
and 10* a km after that.
RENT rOR A DAT. A WEEK, 







with penny; nickel, dime & quarter pinchers
Kit
BRING YOUR LIST TO;
Royal Bank of Canada
1183 Verdlor Avo. eir ^
BRENTWOOD BAY
(Morn & Dad ihoie are actually nioie thaivlf.) iriistakos)
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An invitation 
to our of>ening
featuring the fine porcelains of
Jeannie Mah
preview: Sunday 
November 29th, 1981 
12 noon - 5:30 p.m.
The artist will be present at preview 
E.xlilbltion continues until December 12th
Pat Bay Pottery 
10251 West Saanich Rd.
(on Patricia E3ay)





Twent\' two foot galf rigged .sailing \'e.ssel “Water Rat. ” 
Built in 1934 by Rodd of Canoe Cove. Upper decks, rig 
re-designed by naval architect William Garden in 1970. 
This cla.ssic wooden ves.sel sleeps two in a double berth 
and accommodates a four foot long child in a pipe 
berth forward; .she is powered by a well cared for 
Chiysler four cylinder ga.soline motor of \’intage age. 
There is a wood .stove in the main .saloon and a rather 
elegant plastic tub which serves as a removable sink in 
the galley.ySelf tending rig is in e.xcellent condition; sail 
covers, cockpit awning are new a.s is the depth .sounder 
rand/heads; -
vP;7ce;-:'$i(5,()0Q7.;:'4"V''
^lelepborie: \IatTning at 656-0171 clmMng weekday^ '
■:;pU656-01:21"eN;enihgs.7:
Continued from Page AS
the increase in the value of the 
property.
In short, as a part-time resident 
of Ardmore, I strongly support 
the proposed water main.
Frances G. Winspear 




We were disappointed but not 
surpised to see that six of our 
seven elected school trustees have 
chosen once again to follow a 
course of action (with regard to 
the French immersion program) 
that does not even permit 
discussion on this matter of 
public concern. How many 
petitioners are required before 
the public conscience of elected 
officials will be awakened?
Constructive opposition is a 
necessary part of the decision­
making process. It would appear 
as though once again not only is 
constructive discussion avoided, 
any discussion whatsoever is 
impossible! In a situation like this 
it will be the proponents of the 
programme that will cause its 
difficulties as a result of in­




What do Henry Ford and our 
MLa have in common? Henry 
Ford once told us we could buy 
any colour Ford we wanted as 
long as it was black. Hugh Curtis 
has an updated version for 
Saltspring Island, he will let us 
have any kind of sewage disposal 
as long as it is the one he chooses; 
but unlike Ford, he is making us 
buy one!
The motives of Hugh Curtis’ 
stand in the whole Ganges sewer 
debacle is to say the least, 
puzzling. I do not wish to ascribe 
to him some cynical and sinister 
plot as yet uncovered. Yet one 
cannot deny that he has acted 
imprudently. Not once has Mr. 
Curtis, our own MLA, sat down 
with both sides and tried to 
understand or mediate the 
dispute.
Not once has he used his 
considerable inlluence to urge the 
CRD to seek a more equitable 
and creative solution. Instead, he 
has garnered blinders and chosen 
the easy way out by using an
SOMETHING NEW AT
SiPNEY lEM MJmiCET
656-75359786 - 2nd Street
* Fresh Baked Bread DAILY —White and Brown'
•'SieatPIes* "Sausage Bolls*
*Barbec|ued Baron of Beef* "Honey Dew Ham* 
"f^ock Chicken Loaf* "Ham ^ Bacon Loaf* 
"Pepperoni and Salami ‘Select Cheeses*
Fresh Eggs*
‘Home Cured Bacon*
We are celebrating our
QN JHmSBAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. 
Balloons & Candy for the Kids!
imagined health hazard and 
discredited petition to rationalize 
what can only be described as 
egregious behaviour, coupled 
with the same patronizing at­
titude towards Islanders 
exhibited by the CRD.
I challenge Hugh Curtis to 
prove his allegations of a 
“serious health hazard” in 
Ganges. Where are his 
documented cases of cholera, 
typhoid, hepatitis and polio? 
Where are the studies showing 
contamination of ground water 
or food supply? He won’t 
produce them because there 
aren’t any.
The health hazard is potential 
for those who drink the har­
bour’s salt water. No one denies 
that raw sewage should not be 
dumped into the harbour. We all 
want that to stop. But to spend 
$4.1 million of public monies to 
construct a large sewer to stop 
three polluters is like using a shot 
gun to swat flies.
If things were all that serious 
the minister could have used 
Section 26 of the Pollution 
Control Act to order the problem 
cleaned up years ago!
Besides the alleged health 
hazard, Mr. Curtis, in a recent 
Times-Colonist editorial used a 
1977 petition as another rationale 
for installing the sewer, claiming 
a 68 per cent majority. He went 
on to state that the RCMP found 
no reason to “merit further 
investigation” of iregularities as 
charged by Islanders.
I should like to remind Mr. 
Curtis that the RCMP’s mandate 
is to find those who violate the 
Criminal Code, not to interpret 
the Municipal Act. When the 
petition was scrutinized in light 
of the Municipal Act in the now 
defunct libel suit of CRD 
executive director, Dennis 
Young, against Saltspring 
director Yvette Valcourt, 68 
miscounted votes were found, 
bringing the pro sewer rate to 
below 50 per cent (66 2/3 per cent 
needed for passage)., It was also 
found that the petition form was 
improperly executed. ’
TOYOTA i»SI0HE¥
One Order and your ad runs till you’ve 
sold your merchandise.
Note:
you tell us when you have sold your merchandise. If you forget 
we will automatically cancel your ad after sixty days.
Your cost
for up to 20 words
0 R AT NO CHARGE TO SUBSCRIBERS.





. A For an AT HOME 
Presentation of the
*#1 Quality car & truck in Canada 
*#1 Gas Savers 
*"lowest repair average" car 
*"0h what a feeling" car
CALL TODAY 
656-5245
(10287 RATHDOWN PL., SIDNEY)
METRO TOYOTA
624 FRANCES - VICTORIA - 386-3516
TP
Payment with Copy Ptease *
Please start my ad in the _ of the Review.






NAME ... - .,
ADDRESS ..
Postal Code . , .. . '
*6.00
. . .—.. . ..... .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . ,(Please chock list in classilied section)




. . . ..Signature
""TfiTRcview"
■ tMttM HWUhWH IwWiNXIll' (
confirnn I am a Review Subscriber
»» - . 9831 Third St, Sidney, B.C.
P.O. Bu 2070, Sidney VSL 3SS 656-1151
NON COIVIItlEEtCIAl. ADVERTISEMENTS ONLY
Help build Christmas Spirit in 
Downtown Sidnoy by 
docorating your store 
windows.
You could win a prize of 
$200.00 advertising in the 
Sidney Review, plus, 
publication of a photograph of 
your winning window, on the 
front page of the Dec. 18 
Peninsula Weekender,
Judging will be done between 
Doc. 7lh & 11lh,
!
f. HO EHTRY FORM REOUinED.
All Downtown Store Windows
will bo loviowod by thb 
judges.
The question to all of us in this 
riding is what are we going to do 
with this uncompromising, 
uncreative, high-handed 
legislator? How do we deal with a 
finance minister who chooses to 
save pennies by cutting off old 
age pensioners from their 
allotment gardens and then turns 
around and sponsors repressive 
laws in order to spend millions on 
unwanted sewer while denying 
the people access to the courts or 
a vote?
My answer is that we are all too 
good for Mr. Curtis. He deserves 
a pink slip in the next election, or 







The Vancouver Island 
Netherlands Association is 
anticipating the arrival of their 
traditional Sint Nikolaas and 
Black Peters from Spain, Dec 5,1 
p.m. at the Inner Harbour op­
posite the Empress Hotel.
They will be brought ashore by 
boat, generously supplied by 
Seaspan International, and 
greeted by young and old in 
costumes of Holland, singing 
songs appropriate to the oc­
casion.
The Netherlands Centennial 
Carillon will be played by 
Herman Berqink, pur provincial 
carillonneur, near the museum. 
After a brief welcome ceremony 
by the mayor of Victoria, Sint 
Nikolaas will be escorted to 
Holland House at 733 Vanalman 
Ave., where he will be en­
tertained with children attending 
the party. Children will be 
transported from the Vinner 
Harbour to Holland House by 
bus. V'V;;
' ^ The- ' Vancouver Island 
Netherlands Assdeiation extends 
a warm invitation to one and all 
to come to the Inner Harbour 
Dec. 5' at 1 p.m. to feel the 
exilement and enjoy the beauty 
and colour of the costumes. For 
registration and information 
about the children’s party phone 
Bep Hoekstra at 383-2291 Vic­
toria. Children of members $2, 
those of non-members $4. For 
more information call 383-2291.
Ernie Hoekstra 




Maple Creekite.s plan a gala 
Homecoming Celebration for 
.luly 29 to Aug. 1, 1983. The 
event is planned to mark the 
100th year of the arrival of steel 
at thi.s point and the start of the 
town of Maple Creek.
Registration will be held July 
29, followed by two days of 
activities, socializing etc., to 
culminate v/ith a breakfast, on 
Monday, Aug 1, 1983.
A host of activities are being 
planned, and details of tlte event 
are available from Reunion ’83 
chairman Mary Ellen Gilclirist, 
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Central Saanich fire depart­
ment extinguished a fire in Dr. 
George Kurbatoff’s office at 
8047 Rae-Leigh Place in 
Saanichton on the afternoon of 
Nov. 17, before it did much 
damage to the building. There 
was considerable smoke damage, 
but cost has not yet been 
estimated.
for Santa
Because Saanich School 
District will have no spare bus 
from Dec. 31, trustees arc 
running into some difficult 
transportation decisions.
Kurbatoff .saw the smoke in the 
unoccupied building from his 
home and' called the fire 
department at 2:42 p.m. It ap­
peared someone had opened a 
back window in the locked 
building, thrown a combustible 
liquid on the hardwood floor and 
set it alight. The floor was burned 
through in an area of about a 
square yard, but the flames had 
not spread to anything else.
The present system of buses is 
barely able to handle student 
traffic and it is highly unlikely, 
trustees were told Monday night, 
the provincial ministry of 
education will authorize purchase 
of a new bus.
Two cars
A number of options were 
considered at the last two 
meetings of the school board 
including the question of 
readjusting school opening and 
closing times over the whole 
district. This, in the opinion, of 
trustee Lois Wash, is something 
which the board is going to have
to seriously consider in the 
future.
Meanwhile, a solution was 
adopted which will mean that a 
bus taking students from 
Claremont school will leave at 4 
p.m. instead of 3.18 p.m. as at 
present.
This decision was vigorously 
protested by Claremont vice 
principal l.,.E. Booth vvho said, in 
a letter to the district superin­
tendent, that five teachers 
supervising bus loading would 
have their work loads increased 
by d.'i minutes; that general 
supervision throughout the 
.school w'ould have to be in­
creased; that the potential for 
vandalism would be heightened 
and that tlie proposal was grossly
Santa Claus is coming to 
Sidney a week from Saturday, 
arriving by helicopter at the 
Travelodge at 10 a.m. Dec. 5 for 
“Breakfast with Santa”. At 
12:30 p.m. he will ride down 
Beacon Street in a donkey cart, 
attended by four young ladies 
from STAG who will distribute 
candy, and followed by a 
truckload of musicians led by Bill 
Radclifl'c, playing Christmas 
carols,
.'\i 2:30 p.m. Santa will go to 
Sanscha Hall to officiate at the
P cn i n s u la Co m m un it y
an lair.
About $7,000 damage was 
done to two cars in a rear-end 
collision in heavy rain at 6:15 
a.m. Nov. 17 in the 6400 block on 
the Patricia Bay Highway.
Donald McLean, Victoria, 
.suffered minor injuries when his 
car ran into the rear of a car 
driven by Darryl Haines, Vic­
toria, that was legally parked on 
the shoulder. Police said visibility 
was bad at the time. No charges 
were laid.
.Association Show.
Santa’s visit is courtesy of the 
merchants committee of Sidney 
and North Saanich chamber of 
commerce. Their Christmas 
program starts Friday eveing, 
with a carrolling group from St. 
Idizabeth’s Catholic Church 
singing on Beacon Street from 7 
to 8 p.m.
Stores will be open from 5 to 9 
p.m. 1-ridays from then until 
Christmas, as well as the 
Monday, Tuesday and Wed­
nesday before Christmas.
Dance-a-thon
Central Saanich police are 
holding a 1977 Honda Z50 
motorcycle found by two youths 
on Brentwood Drive. It is in good 
running order except that the 
front wheel has been removed, 
but there is no record of the 
owner having reported it missing.
, HOURS, DAIIY FR05!I 9-5:30 
OPEN FRlDRYdltl 9 P.H.
Early assessment of kin­
dergarten youngsters has enabled 
teachers in early grades to better 
assist them in the early years of 
learning, trustees were told at 
Monday night’s meeting of 
Saanich school board.
In a pre.sentation to the board, 
Terry Dodds and Susan McRae 
said the study was begun as an 
aid for children in learning 
difficulties and then evolved into 
an assistance tool for youngsters 
at both ends of the learning 
spectrum. Finally it turned into a 
tool for testing and assisting all 
kindergarten kids. ■
The tests were not onerous—- 
they were, in fact, interpreted as 
play by the youngsters, Dodds 
said. Howeverv they-v enabled
kindergarten teachers to pass 
along u.seful information which 
a.s.sisied the child later on.
A by-product of the plan was 
that it provided kindergarten 
teachers with learning assistance 
kits and professional books. In 
addition a number of learning 
workshops were held to awaken 
and stimulate teacher awareness.
aims at *1.
The St. Elizabeth’s Youth 
Group plans a 12-hour dance-a- 
thon Dec. 5 and hopes to raise 
$1,000 to sponsor a child in an 
underpriviledged country. To 





Men and women are invited to 
join a community choir which 
meets Tue.sdays 7:30 p.m. in the 
Royal Canadian legion Hall on 
Mills Road. Ability to read music' 
an advantage. For' more in-: 
-formation call'652-9828. : ■ - w
Sidney fire department will 
again this year be collecting new 
and used toys to be distributed to 
families who aren’t as fortunate.
Toy.s can be left at the fire hall, 
9837 Third St., on Tuesdays and 
' Thursdays from 7 p;m?Lb 9:p.m.:;
"1
filial
L.I, T''') I iVil'I'k''I'l
III OFF Per pound 
ALL COFFEE & TEA
(minimum ptircliriso 1 lb,) j
11% OFF on ALL 
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It beats me, iO»
Minor hockey
PhaFHiacy leads
Sidney Pharmacy is at the top 
of the Pup A standings in 
Peninsula Minor Hockey, with 
six wins, one loss and one tie, 
closely followed by Legion with 
five wins, two losses and a tie and 
Central Saanich Police and Fire 
with five wins and three losses.
Beacon Auto has four wins and 
four losses, Sidney Lions two 
wins and six losses and Bob 
Whyte one win and seven losses.
The Pup rep team sponsored
by H.C. Plumbing won twice on 
the weekend, downing Sooke 4-2 
on Friday and Juan de Fuca 2-0 
on Sunday.
Harvey’s Sporting Goods team 
won 7-0 in an exhibition game 
against Racquet Club. Sidney 
Tire beat North Saanich 
Firefighters 7-2.
The Pee Wee house teams are 
looking forward to a three-day 
tournament coming up in 





By LY ALL RIDDELL
Len GuiGnardi, who rolled an 
843 triple and a 375 single in the 
Commercial League last week, 
almost did it again this week with 
an 804 triple and a 301 single.
Next month the lanes will hold 
the annual Christmas turkey 
tournament.
Top bowlers of the week were:
Credit Union — R. Tripp, 757 
(311), M. Penney, 696 (279);
Legion — L. Riddell, 685 (264), 
G. Uren, 663 (268); Commercial 
— L. GuiGnardi, 803 (301); 
Golden Age — Ed Madson, 672 
(301).
YBC senior — Mike Pearson, 
617 (247), Ken Neal, 596 (238); 
junior — Mike Farmer, 569 
(252), Julie Mathews, 545 (225; 
Peewee — Tim Bewley, 240 
double (136).
Chamber elections Dec, 10
Forty-five members of Sidney- 
North Saanich^ the total mem­
bership, attended the meeting at 
the Good Fortune Restaurant on 
Thursday to hear Mel Cooper, 
from C^FAX rdio give an en­
tertaining and instructive ad- 
\ dress.'
Nominations were received for 
next year’s executive, but the list 
remains open until the next
meeting Dec. 10 at the Institute 
.of Ocean Sciences, when the 
election will take place.
North Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce, about half of the 
total membership, attended the 
meeting at the Good Fortune 
Restaurant on Thursday to hear 
Mel Cooper, from C-FAX radio 
give an entertaining and in­
structive address.
OTTAWA ROUGH RIDERS,
in the only disappointment of the 
unexpectedly exciting final, 
didn’t win the Grey Cup on 
Sunday but they should have 
ended serious talk about the 
current Edmonton Eskimos being 
the greatest team in CFL history 
. . . the Eskimos proved their 
worth by rallying from 0-20 and 
still rate as the best club in the 
league, but not by much — not 
by nearly as much as would be 
the case for the Eskimos whose 
lineup included Jackie Parker, 
Johnny Bright, Norm Kwong, 
Rollie Miles and Earl Lindley . . . 
that crew wouldn’t have had to 
scramble against an injury- 
weakened 5-11 Ottawa club 
which almost did it on emotion. 
Or against the B.C. Lions, who 
were only a break and/or a bad 
call away from dethroning the 
Eskimos in the western final. 
And the Lions would probaby 
had less trouble in the final than 
the Eskimos, who were obviously 
over-confident and made it 
tougher for themselves with 
demeaning comment which 
roused the Riders to play above 
their heads . . . one thing that 
hasn’t changed over the years is 
Canadian Football League of­
ficiating, it remains bad, and it 
certainly helped decide results in 
the 1981 playoffs. The Lions 
were denied a touchdown by an 
inexcusably bad call and things 
might have turned out differently 
Sunday but for that late in­
terference call against Ottawa 
receiver Tony Gabriel. Television 
replays certainly seemed to show
that defence back Gary Hayes 
should have been called for 
interfering with Gabriel (twice) 
before the great catch that wasn’t 
allowd to count . . . there can be 
nothing but admiration for the 
performance of the limping 
Gabriel, and it’s a pity, and 
perhaps an injustice, that there 
wasn’t a Grey Cup victory in his 
last game . . . despite their fine 
play in the playoffs, the Riders 
have some acquiring to do before 
they can be rated a solid club. But 
it may not be too difficult 
because it appears that with 
Julius Caesar Watts they are set 
at quarterback. The Oklahoma 
rookie can run and throw but 
what really stood out about him 
was his poise.; He didn’t scare 
and he really should have had 
what would have been the biggest 
upset in the history of the 
Canadian football final.
CHUCK HUNSINGER came 
to mind when the Eskimos pulled 
it out Sunday. He was one of the 
principals in what still has to rate 
as the most exciting Grey Cup 
final of them all . . . that would 
be in 1954 when Montreal 
Aiouettes, rated by many as the 
best team to ever represent the 
Eastern Conference, took on the 
Eskimos in a spectacular struggle 
which seemed to be over three 
and a half minutes from time 
with Aiouettes leading 25-20 and 
in possession on the Edmonton. 
10-yard-line. Then Hunsinger 
lost control of the ball and 
Parker picked it up on his second 
try, and despite a gimpy leg 
stayed ahead of pursuit until he 
had completed the journey to the 
Montreal end zone. That tied the 
score, touchdowns beiiig worth 
only a maximum six points in 
those days, and Bob Dean, 
almost always forgotten when the 
game is mentioned, came in to 
win by making good on the 
convert . . . the first touchdown 
pass in a Grey Cup game came 50 
years ago when Warren Stevens 
connected with Kenny Grant on a 
40-yard play whichhelped 
Montreal Winged Wheelers 
defeat Regina Roughriders 22-0 
. . . gate receipts for the first 
Grey Cup game, in 1909 between 
Toronto University and Toronto 
Parkdaie, were $2,616.40. After
the Canadian Rugby Union 
deduction of $150 and expenses 
of $396.40 there was $1,035 left 
for each team . . . but that wasn’t 
the low point for Grey Cup ticket 
sales. The 1939 game took in 
$1,993.75 and the ticket take for 
the 1915 game ws $1,887.50. Nor 
was that the lowest figure. In 
1940, when the Grey Cup final 
was a two-game total points 
series, the second game between 
Ottawa Rough Riders and Balmy 
Beach produced only $1,798 in 
ticket sales, making the first 
game figure of $3,925.50 seem 
like a big success . . . the 1904 
Toronto Argonauts had expenses 
of $467.70, including $40 for 
tallyho transportation, $58.80 for 
supplies and $14.50 for 
“hospitaletc.” It was a profitable 
season, the club showing a net of 
$14.63 when bills had been paid 
. . . referee Phil Mackenzie 
refused to take the $50 he was 
offered for officiating in the 1910 
final. All he would accept was the 
$14 train fare from Montreal to 
Hamilton. He explained that he 
was ‘’well paid with the honor of 
handling such a momentous 
contest.” it was between Toronto 
University and Hamilton Tiger- 
■ Cats, and the collegians avenged 
their defeat in the 1908 Canadian 
final by scoring a 16-7 decision
LES LEAR is the only player 
to have been on the winning side 
in Canadian and U.S. football 
finals.. . . he helped Cleveland 
Browns win U.S. honors in 1945 
and was a player-coach when 
Calgary Stampeders won a 
memorable 12-7 victory over 
Ottawa in the 1948 Grey Cup 
final . . . Calgary’s first touch­
down came on the hoary 
“sleeper” play and the winning 
touchdown carrie when the 
Riders, leading 7-6, fumbled a 
lateral and didn’t go after the ball 
when the horn sounded to donate 
a rules violation. It was for an 
Ottawa offside and when Woody 
Strode of the Stampeders sort of 
ambled over to the ball not 
knowing what to do, teammate 
Chuck Anderson screamed “Pick 
it up and run like hell.” Strode 
reacted then, and made it to the 
10-yard line before being hauled
down. Pete Thodos went over on 
the next play . . . during the first 
World War the Grey Cup was 
locked in a Toronto trust 
company vault and apparently 
forgotten. It was rediscovered in 
1920 when the Rev. Dr. 
MacDonald, an original trustee, 
was told by a brother to “get that 
thing out of there” to make room 
for some family silver . . . rules 
in 1909 permitted substitution for 
injury only in the first half but 
none for any reason after the 
intermission . . . start of the 1^12 
game was delayed for 30 minutes 
because the only ball had been 
left in a dressing room and it took 
some time to find the fellow who 
had the key . . . there were 53 
punts in the 1933 final between 
Sarnia Imperials and Toronto 
Argonauts and Ab Box of the 
Argos, who punted 29 times, 
oulscored Bummer Sterling 4-3 
... there was some snow in 
Montreal Sunday but conditions 
were good, nothing like they were 
in the 1950 game in Toronto. An 
estimated 600 tons of snow was 
removed and the action took 
place in ankle deep mud on a 
field full of holes caused by the 
bulldozers, which sank to their 
hubcaps . . . Toronto University 
won the Grey Cup in 1909, 1910, 
1911 and 1920 and Queen’s 
University won in 1922, 1923 and 
1924 . . . Jack Wedley, a 160- 
pounder who was switched from 
centre to end because of his size,
' holds a Grey Cup record not 
likely to be equalled. He played 
for seven cup-winning teams — 
the 1937, 1938, 1945, 1946, 1947 
and 1950 Toronto Argos and St. 
Hyacinthe-Donnacona, the 1944 
champion. Wedley was in an 
eighth final, with Ottawa 
Roughriders in 1945, but' his 
career ended in defeat with 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 21-14 
victors ... to jog memory, 
quarterback Joe Kapp, halfback 
Willie Fleming, fullback Nub 
Beamer, guard Tom Hinton, 
offence-tackle Lonnie Dennis, 
defence-end Dick Fouts, middle- 
linebacker Tom Brown and 
corner-linebacker Norm 
. Fieldgate were conference all­
stars in 1963 when the B.C. Lions 
ended 10 seasons of frustration 
by getting to the Grey Cup Final
B ,G. championships
Parkland senior girls won the 
Vancouver Island “A” volleyball 
championship at Dunsmuir 
secondary school Nov. 14.
They defeated their arch rival, 
Reynolds, 15-9, 15-6 in the semi­
final, and then downed Dun­
smuir 16-14, 15-4 to take the 
championship. Dunsmuir had 
upset Claremont to reach the 
final.
Determination and hustle
proved to be the deciding factor 
in the final games. The entire 
team played very well, with 
exceptionally hard serving fronin 
Carol Pendray and hitting from 
Michelle Williams.
Ray Spencer is coach of the 
team, which goes to the 
provincial championships at 
Kelowna this Thursday, Friday 
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Put your engineering 
experience to work for you.
ff
\VV iuT(l I'ull-iinic io;npiiriiry sill.’ 
ivpivsi!iiuiiivi.’s Im Viiiicmiver Isliiml cmisinictiun 
pi'oje(.'|s, Kespoiisibililics iiicjudc tuliuinisicrinil 
civil wmk cmtinicis on i'lcvirii.'iil sunion 
insiiilliilions, comim'U’iiil m imliisirial iHiildinps 
anil uiulorgiouiul i,!li'Viris';il liansiuission; 
coordinaiinp conlnK'lors aiiii M.C. Ilydio 
ilvpariiucnis; comluclinp and cvalualinp eoncrelo 
and soil icsis; cnsininn conirucis adlioa’ to 
H (’. llydnultawings and spccil'icalions.
\'»u iiml in have iraining in civil/sinivlural 
ciUiiiH'orinj! and fonr yeais ospeiicnci.' in indiiMiial 
' hnilding constnicilon, llspcricnce in field 
inspeciimi of civil construclion work and 
surveying is csscnii.if
Will gt'l a stariin;.' •■afny of'‘sJ-bO.’s per month
liilori’sterl? Qualified applicants are invited to 
apply in confidence, i|iioting joh no. FN-h2 and 
the name ol this piihlicalioii to: liililh l,en/cn. 
r.ii|;iiu I liiij; Vi I 'liiiia 1 f'l ji.niiiu lit, h.l’. llydfo, 








Let’s talk about your tliture
Khalsa ran their league-leading 
record to 26 wins and two los.ses 
in the Lower Vancouver Island 
Volleyball League on Thursday, 
outlasting second-place l.abatts 
Six Packs 15-11 and 16-14 in two 
very long matches, and beating 
YMCA 15-7 and 15-5.
Labatts niaititained their 
margin over third place Ham- 
nicr.s, turning back a strong rirst- 
gamc cliallenge 16-14 and then 
winning easily 15-7. Their record 
is now 21 wins and 7 losses. 




Now you can got tlio 
pnwor to rnako financial 
transactions 24 hours a day, 
every day including holidays, 
and you don't have to wail in line,
You can do your money transactions day or nigtu ., 
whenever it's convenient lor you!
• withdraw cash • transfer between accounts
• make deposits • make account b,daiw <•
« make loan payments inquiries
Gome in today and gih 24 hour U’ller power.
Saanich p^uiusolfi
savings credit union
Sidney's only 24 hour Aulomated Teller
2207 Beacon Avenue, rir»(o1116
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Don,Dale bring 
home trophies
Don Afjleck, overall winner at Bicycle Motocross com­
petition in Vancouver displayed finer points of BMX riding 
Saturday for benefit of Review photographer Tom Cronk.
Sandowii racing 
good but old
Five local teenagers competed 
at the PNE motocross track in 
.Vancouver Sunday, and two of 
them came home with first and 
second place trophies for 
beginners in their age group.
Don Affleck placed first in the 
15-year-old division and Dale 
King second. Brian Brintnell, 
Alan Slater and Tony Van Wyk 
placed well in 13 and 14-year-old 
races, but did not win. Don 
PHillips and Alan Affleck ac­
companied the boys to Van­
couver.
All the boys have their own 
motocross bikes, but at present 
they have no track to race on, 
and have to do their practicing on 
roads and in gravel pits.
Sidney and North Saanich 
Lions Club has undertaken to 
develop a track and is presently 
negotiating for. the use of some 
land. The aim is to have racing 
here by March.
In motocross the contestants 
circle a dirt track laid out like a 
cross-country run, with plenty of 
bumps and jumps and tight 
corners. The special bikes costs 
from SI80 to $700.
About 200 contestants took 
part in Sunday’s racing, more 
than half of them in the begin­
ners’ classes, the local group will 
be entering again Dec. 6. They 
arc allowed one more race as 
beginners before moving up to 
“novice” class.
20% PRICE ROLLBACK^ 
in November QS
PLUS waver or 13.9% approved financing
HURRY! These 
price rollback 
savings are good 
only thru Nov. ...
"Wow more than every Massey makes sense."
IROM HORSE EQyiPiEHT
4650 Island Hwy. (4 mi. south of Duncan)
748-2809 Open 6 days
call collect a week.
Sidney Freight on top
Sidney Freight continued to 
dominate men’s league hockey 
last week, defeating Peninsula 
merchants 5-0 on Wednesday and 
Rebels 8-1 on Friday. Rob Smith 
got a hat trick against Rebels
while Avie Stubbington scored 
twice.
On Thursday Rebels and 
Weatherguard lied 3-3, with 
Doug Murray getting two goals 
for Weatherguard.
NOW OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 
DINNERS — From 5 p.m. Daily
(except Monday) 
SUNDAY BRUNCH
2328 Harbour Road, .. '
/. B.C
By JIM TANG
It couldn’t really be termed a 
failure, but neither could it be 
regarded as a success.
There has to be mixed feelings 
about the Capital City Turf 
Club’s seventh annual thorough­
bred meeting, which ended last 
Sunday. It had the new grand­
stand, Sunday racing and the 
business-boosting .cash-sell 
muteul system, but it still had the 
old problems of a late October 
start’ and the need for better 
backstretch facilities. It all sort of 
balanced out, and that wasn’t top 
jgood.,'
The mutuel average for the 20 
days was $182,387. That’s a gain 
of 12 per cent on last year, but 
the average in 1976 was $214,775 
and there had been expectations 
that this year’s figure would be 
close to that. On the other hand, . 
it can be argued that the 1981 
average was excellent in view of 
the circumstances.
They weren’t good. About 
$50,000 was lost on the first 
Sunday when a starting gate 
breakdown prevented running of 
the Triactor race. Much more 
was lost because of the weather. 
It was almost always wet and/or 
cold, and the storm which blew in 
on Friday, Nov. 13 sliced mutuel 
play that weekend by at least 
$100,000.
And the wcathci discouraged 
horsemen as well as bettors. 
While 325 horses showed up in 
the gate at least once, many were 
being .shipped from the mainland 
made only one or two ap 
pcarances. As a result, there were 
fewer than .seven starters in niore 
than 50 of the 170 lace.s, a lack 
which certainly hail some effect 
on the mutuel play,
.lust the same, the racing wa.s 
good. The new suilace held up 
remarkably well under the 
conditions, the percentage of 
winning favorites was aboiii 
normal anti there were more tlian 
enough proven riders among the 
18 who itccepted mounts at the 
meet,
Suncl/iy racing and the new 
grtindstand lielped balance out
for the bad weather. Attendance 
for the meet totalled 42,938, a 
figure Which couldn’t have, been 
approached without the im­
proved facilities, and the five 
Sunday cards averaged more than 
$220,000 and accounted for 30 
per cent of the meet’s handle of 
$3,647,643. For comparison, the 
nine mid-week days — four 
Tuesdays, one Wednesday and 
four Thursdays — averaged only 
$127,751;.
On the track the two top 
performers were Gary Melanson, 
a Maritimer who once rode for 
Conn Smythe, and Artful 
Contriver, a .threcryearrold 
chestnut gelding./ ^ -
Melanson, who took Sandown w 
riding honors last year with 23 
winners, repeated by making 26 
winners'-circle appearances. That 
was enough to edge out ap­
prentice Thor Adcock by two and 
verteran Mark Walker by four. 
Walker, who got off to a fast 
start with nine winners in the first 
five days, also failed in his bid to 
win provincial honors. With 82 
wins at Exhibition Park he 
needed 26 at Sandown to beat out 
apprentice Mark Palzer, who led 
at the Vancouver meet with 107 
winners.
Artful Contriver certainly was 
the class horse of the meet 
although much competition for 
attention came from a veteran 
plater, A Lock, The thrcc-year- 
okl star won an invitational 
handicap on the first Sunday, 
then won the Derby Trial and the 
Vancouver Island Derby and 
cai4K'd its four-for-four show by 
beating older, and impressively, 
iii the Vancouver Island 
c.bampionship,
A l.Dck, a ninc-ycar-olcl 
gelding claimed at Exhibition 
Park in .Uily fot $3,200 by trainer 
Heather Clyde, ran a Win streak 
to seven with five Sandown 
victories, the last in $8,000 
company.
And there should be a mention 
(or I'leely Stride, saddled inc 
times in the 20 days and 
managing a .C2'2 response to the 




LOCAllY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE
★ PARTS PROTECTION PLAN
SIDNEY, B.C
IFDR RESERVATIONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
. ---- ----------—:—- ' '
STORE HOURS”
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
vTffh
Prices Effective: Home of super saving® s
In Downtown Sidney
WED., THURS., FRI. It SAT. Across from Sidney Hotel
5^/
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
FRESH
GRADE “U”


















SUPER NOVEMBER SALE - SAVINGS ARE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
mo!
CANADA GRADE W BEEF
BONELESS CHUCK iH 4CROSS RIB ROAST.....................ib.^i.OT
BONELESS BLADE AtfNk
CHUCK STEAKS........ .. lb.’1.89
FRESH LEAN mmGROUND BEEF...............lb.’1.99
FRESH REGULAR g\f%CGROUND BEEF . . . . . .^........ lb. 99
FRESH LOCAL LAMB SALE
IAMB LOIN CHOPS u>.^3.59
LAMB RIB CHOPS .ii>.*2.99
LAMB SHOULDER CHOPS ib*2.19 
BREAST OF LAMB .. ib.^1.49
LAMB STEW _ ^b * 1.39 
LEG OF LAMB . . . . . .ib *^^^
CANADA NO. i mn
LEO OFPORK ROAST Boneless ........Ib.’1.79
OLYMPIC MEAT SPECIALS
niKE PORK OR C .M .dlBEEF SAUSAGE..............lb’1.19
BULK gsr'C
DINNER HAM............ ........... ....lb.’2.49
OLvmmc
JELLY POWDER 3 01 3/^ LOO SPEClk K 475g
SUNLIGHT <)•«»
POWDER DETERGENT 12Litre/.89






























HAM 1'/, lb. tin......... . . . . .
CONNOR'S CANADIAN
SNOWGRABMEATooEtin.
SHIRRIFF 12 SERVINGS agt
SCALLOPPED POTATOES, asog ^1.49
FRENCH MM*
BLACK PEPPER49B .... .. ... .. 80
COCA COLA . .... .+ ,.,..1.2/99*
HERSHEY
CHOCOLATE CHIPS 350g .
NESTLE'SQUIK
7Q0 INSTANT CHOCOLATE i M.
' ® ' BEE MAID
box 79*^ CREAMED HONEY 1 kg
il... MM CtOVERLEAF
’L69 pink salmon 7>/, or. . . . . . . .
WEST






























DETAILS ON DISPLAY 
IN OUR STORE
Om ttt be nade Dee. 24tli
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Christmas bingo
Ruth Chapter No. 22 O.E.S. 
plans a Christmas bingo at 7:30 
p.m. Dec. 4 at Mount Newton 
Masonic Hall, Saanichton. 
Admission $1, everyone 
welcome.
Vandals hit school
The window in the east door of 
Parklands school was broken 
with a rock sometime on 
Saturday afternoon, according to 
Sidney RCMP, and the building 
was entered, but nothing ap­
peared to have been taken.
il* Scott Hill. . Mike Woodward. . .
Island view Freezer Ltd,
7005 East Saanich R4l. 652-2411












BREAST LAMB . ..
Parkland school swim team 
placed fourth in the Vancouver 
Island swim meet at the Crystal 
Pool on the weekend, just three 
points behind third-place 
Nanaimo.
Mount Doug was the winner 
with 306 points, followed by Max 
Cameron from Powell River with 
174 and Nanaimo with 132. All 
three have “A” class swimmers, 
who train the year round with 
swimming clubs. Parkland has 
none.
Six Parkland relay tearns will 
go on to the B.C. championships, 
and two individual swimmers, 
Kathleen Cochrane and Jim 
Thompson. Cochrane won the 50 
meter girls’ breast stroke event by 
f5 seconds. Thompson was 
second in the boys’ 50-meter 
butterfly.
The girls’ freestyle relay team 
of Tammy Scott, Lara Melville,
Debbie Sigurdson and Kathleen 
Cochrane look second place in 
the 400-meler rclav.
In the boys’ 400-mcter freestyle 
relay Parkland took both second 
and third places. Brad Bowler, 
Jayson Krop, Ian Middlemas and 
Jim Thompson placed second; 
Scott Hill, Scott Jacob, Richard 
Molnar and Brian Graham 
placed third.
In the boys’ 200-meler freestyle 
relay, Scott Jacobs, Ian Mid­
dlemas, Jim Thompson and Scott 
Hill placed fourth. Tammy Scott, 
Lara Melville, Debbie Sigurdson 
and Meagan Soelner were fourth 
in the girls’ 200-meter freestyle 
relay.
In the 200-meter individual- 
medley mixed relay, Marie 
Wallace, Kathleen Cochrane, 
Brad Bowler and Brian Wood 
took second place.
and Megan Soelner at Crystal Pool where they placed fourth 
out of 26 teams in Island swim meet.
Christmas customs
It’s fifth win
A provocative film examining 
some of our Christmas customs 
will be shown and discus.sed by a 
panel, including June Cooke of 
North Saanich, on Saanich 
Cablevision; cable ,10 at 9 p.m. 
oiCDec.' 15 and again at 7 p.m.
Dcc.,17.
World Vision’s Conflict at 
Christmas traces the origin of 
ihany Christmas traditions. It 
asks on-the-street questions such 
.iaS;l‘WhO’ Was,,St. Nicholas'^’L
I
ON THE COST OF YOUR
STOVE INSTALLATION!















> MODEL #43 
¥ HEATS UP TO ,
1500 SQUARE 
FEET
-X VYCOR GLASS 
DOOR
TOP OR REAR 
FLUE OUTLET 
^ COLOURS AVAILABLE
i . .* ,t;-.III'.’, in ic)-.'.n <(111 L:i'i ktne oflosi. if, 
i;.; m '«oii o; tMiiiini!') in voiir Lunilv. 
:■ H| n,i'. 'iii.tiiy t; v(;i, P; h'j oiuf his vmIc If yoti Oi 
•'-Ji'f. iinr IP vni.; '.I'fv '-.fhii i.il Of-







For the fifth year in a row 
Parklahd swimmers hayei,won the,„, 
high; school, novice swim Tne^et, 
arid Tliis year’s winning margin 
was the best ever. 7 ;
Parkland scored 324 points 
while winning nine of the 18 
events. In the . 50 meter boys 
breastroke, the 50 meter girls 
back.slrdke and the 200 meter 
girls medley relay Parkland 
entries finished first, second and 
third.
Dunsmuir finished second 
overall with 139 points and 
Chemainus third with 95. There 
were nine schools competing. 
Claremont finished fifth with 38 
points and Sicily’s seventh with 
17. The meet was held at the 
Crystal Pool Nov. 13. Coach of 
the Parkland team is Hans Bauer.
Parkland winners were: 200 
meter mixed freestyle relay, first, 
Parkland No. 1; 200 meter mixed 
medley relay, first, Parkland No.
1, second. Parkland No. 2.
„ Girls 50 meter freestyle, 
secbndyilYleagan Soelner; boys 50 ' 
metef freestyle^ second, Richard 
Moelner; girls T 50 meter 
backstroke, first, Marie Wallace; 
second, Carol Hyland; third, 
Theresa Feetham; boys 50 meter 
backstroke, first, Scott Hill, 
third, Jason Crop.
Girls 50 meter breast stroke, 
second, Hilary Logan; boys 50 
meter breast stroke, .first, 
Richard Meollner, second, Steve 
Tisdale, third, Scott Jacob; girls 
100 meter individual medley, 
second. Miliary Logan.
Girls 200 meter frees,tyle relay, 
first. Parkland No. 1; boys 200 
meter freestyle relay, fir.st. 
Parkland No. 3, third, Parkland 
No. 2; girls 200 meter medley 
relay, first, second and third. 
Parkland No. 1, 2 and 3; boys 
200 meter medley relay, first 
Parkland N o. 1.
F«-X.::DiiOLE¥^S
THE ‘UROLET' PATRIARCH
-HEATS UP TO 2000 so, FT.
-3/8'' STEEL TOP, 1/4" SIDES
mother
—CAS1 IRON DOORS •droleT' MODELS
Many homoownDis now qiiallly 
tor tho Oil Substitution Program. 
Call us today for dotails.
We're the Wood Heal 
SimefafSsts — Wore to Serve 
You
- FREE ESTIMATES ~
THE 'DROLEr CARTER




-INCLUDES SCREEN , 
-OPTIONAL BLOWER
*560®®
if sms -Mmt uaisiii iiia- esa® m
THE A BEAUTIFUL WAY TO SAVE ENERGY
KRESNO "COPPER OR BRASS FINISH 
. . SI7FS
ENERGY . . ivl/iN'm cfm fans - variable speed
SAVER -GLASS DOORS - BUILT IN THERMOSTAT
THE HOLIDAY SEASON IS FAST APPROACHING . .
GET YOUR KITCHEN READY!
Come in and see our complete line of
KITCHEN HELPERS
‘ A
' ir, ' 11 y
' i'ii
Im .. ii
i aiV' ■ ••■at
' ■ ' j?!**”’’ ' f
WE mm THE I^ENINSUEA'S LAHCEST SELECTION OF WOOII STOVES
GIVE SOMETHING DIFFERENT THIS XMAS
**Eveiry kitchm should have a Helper in if'
Siomes? iCi^GiseR KlesicliRS Mil.
9843 - 2nd Ave., Sidney
(MARINA COURT)
Tuns .Set. 9:30 - 5 p.m.
Phona 656-7723














10% OFF ON ALL POTTEHY
Friday, November 27 





We specialize in classical, nostalgic 
and military music.
XIVIAS RECORDS & TAPES












Draw lo bo made alter close of business, Dec, 
19th. Winners in Doc, 23rd Review,
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED « ENTRY FORMS AT THESE STORES
SIDNEY RADIO SHACK 
AQUATIEL PET SHOP 
ARCHER WEISNER T.V. 
J.C. PLAYTIME CLOTHING 
RUST’S JEWELLERS 
SEA CHEST SAILING SHOP




ISLAND SHOE PLACE 
SIDNEY BARGAIN HOUSE 
THE CAT’S WHISKERS
houlaHans wool boutique
TOWN SQUARE SHOES 














Reg. $83 - $87.00
NOW FOR THE ONE
LOW PRICE OF
UNIQUE NEW GIFTWARE
iNCLUDiNG OUR LARGE SELECTiON OF REPRODUCTION BRASS & COPPER, 
OUR NEW LINE OF "OLD FASHIONED" CHINA AND FINE ORIENTAL COLLEC­
TION.
OUR PRICES WILL MAKE YOU HAPPY TOO!
Antiques, Gifts




OPEN 7 DAYS 
A WEEK
FRI. EVES. TILL 9
NOW AT 
3rd 1 Beacon ^^^BONDSl SPONSOR
^^HouIahatTs 
Wool *^Boatique
There is Still time to make your own Christmas 
presents!
Wo have a wide selection of knitting wools. Como in 
and talk to us about your ideas. We will give you all 
the help you need,
2473 Beacon Ave.
(Corner .3rd & Beacon) TIlOIIO
STORE-WIDE 
XMAS SALE BONUSSF^NSOR
GBEAT SAVINGS ON ALL STOCK
EXTRA SAVINGS 
ON ALL JEANS & CORDS
Sizes 7-U - 24”-31’’
247S beacon AVE., 
SIDNEy.B.C. 656-2455
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Taxpayers pay
Who would move a house all 
the way from near the Victoria 
boundary to North Saanich just 
to store it for awhile? Indirectly, 
B.C. taxpayers would.
Dr. Reuben Matiko .asked 
North Saanich council Nov. 16 to 
allow the house to be moved onto 
his 33-acre property on Cresswell 
Road.
He explained that a patient of 
his, James McKay, had been 
renting the three-bedroom house 
at 3443 Seymour from the 
municipality of Saanich, but the 
land had now been sold to the 
B.C. Development Corporation.
The corporation was willing 
not only to sell the house for $1.; 
but also to move it to a new 
location, but McKay, who has
been too ill to work, has no place 
to move it to.
It is a DVA home, in good 
condition estimated value 
$60,000 or more, and if it is not 
moved it will be bulldozed.
Dr. Matiko said he had offered 
to let McKay put the house on his 
land. Council seemed prepared to 
go along with the idea provided 
municipal inspectors approved 
the building and that a $1,000 
deposit was put up to ensure the 
house would move on again 
within a year. It would not be 
occupied, just stored.
However the house is 24 years 
old and the bylaw does not allow 
houses more than 20 years old to 
be moved into the municipality. 
The problem was turned over to 




How do you hide two 55-foot 
concrete sailboats. It sounds like 
a tall order, but somebody seems 
to be doing it.
A poster in the Sidney RCMP 
office offers a $5,000 reward for 
help in finding the Holmbaek and 
the Phoenix III, two 28-ton craft 
built in 1976.
The poster lists two phone 
numbers, one of which turns out 
to be Victoria Bailiffs Ltd. and 
the other a Saanich branch of the 
Royal Bank of Canada.
It seems that the boats were 
built by two friends and financed 
by the bank, but it isn’t a'case of 
the builders sailing off to the 
south seas. They worked as
fishermen, their families are still 
at home. Acording to a 
spokesman for Victoria Bailiffs 
the men themselves could 
probably be located if the bank 
wanted to take them to court, but 
it doesn’t need to do that in order 
to take possession of the boats — 
if it can find them.
The search has been going on 
for about a year. Names and 
registration numbers may have 
been changed, although that 
would not be legal, and even the 
apearance of the deckhouses 
could have been altered, but the 
boats are still thought to be 








Let Mr. Byildaii 
Help Yoy 
With ynyr Byliciiiig 
Supply ieedsHl
Whether you’re thinking of: REPAIRING, REPLACING OR MAIN­
TAINING COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME, WE HAVE WHAT IT 
TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
Courteous salespeople with the knowledge to 
help you with your project.
Supplying qualify merchandise to Victoria and the Penin­
sula for over 50 years.
VISIT THE BUTLER BROTHERS BUILDALL TO­
DAY. THE SUPERMARKET OF BUILDING 
MATERIALS.




2046 KEATING X ROAD 652-1121
Knights ol Pythias 
■Lodge has donated a telescope to 
The John ChisholmjSchooI for the 
men|a!ly retarded in Moose Jaw, 
Saskatchewan, because of a story 
Bob Banister told.
When he worked with the 
Children’s Aid in Saskatchewan,. 
Bannister' was involved in 
organizing the predecessor to the 
John Chisholm School. He gave; 
a talk on a lodge meeting about 
his experiences, including the 
time that a young boy who could 
not speak managed to summon
help for a; man he noticed lying 
under a vehicle in a garage, and 
saved the man from 
asphyxiation. ; ^
Another member of the club 
who heard the story offered to 
donate the telescope to the school 
if they could use it, On a trip to 
Saskatchewan last year Banister 
relayed the offer and got a 
favorable response. Last month 
at the 25th anniversary banquet 
of the Saskatchewan Association 





M Kd. No longer open rnurs. eves; 
OPEN 9:39-5:30 Mm. to Sat
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 





The Peninsula Community 
Association annual Christmas 
fair lakes place 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Dec. 5 at Sanscha Hall. Tables ar 
still available, for more in­
formation call 656-0134 or 656- 
6149. White elephant items 
appreciated. Drop off at PCA 
office at 9788-2nd Street or 
phone for pick up.
Homelite Chain Saws
Super 2 - IS” Bar $17^00
$25#®o
smiim SAVINGS on
ALL OTHEB lOPELS IN STOCK.
Prices effective to Dec. 19th Only
IVe also carry chains, files, 
chain oil and odier 
chainsaw accessories
XLi AO - 16” Bar
Reg. $284.95 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
6777 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
in Keating Industrial Park
Q.W.Q. R&ntaSo Ltd,











We’ve got it all.. . here!
2140C KEATING CROSS ROAD
652-3251 652-3221
CORNER OF KEATING X RD. 
& KIRKPATRICK ORES.
LOWER FLOOR OP STANDARD FURNITURE
COME IN AND DISCUSS YOUR 


















Amusement arcade owner, 
teenagers protest clampdown
The Family Fun Centre — an 
amusement arcade on 3rd Street, 
— is out of bounds now to 
youngsters aged 17 or under and 
must close at 9 p.m. instead of 11 
p.m.
That was Sidney council’s 
recent decision and owner Jerry 
Eugene, 28, says he will go out of 
business. He claims he’s spent 
$84,000 setting up pinball and 
other machines — termed “high 
technology” by Eugene — and 
says 140 youngsters have signed a 
petitin protesting the decision.
Town administrator Geoff 
Logan says council has had 
complaints about “activities 
going on in the vicinity of the 
centre” and there’s been “bottles 
all over the place.”
People say those frequenting 
the place run around andmake a 
nuisance of themselves, Logan 
says.
“While the operation itself has 
not caused complaints, it’s the 
spill-off,” Logan explains.
He says council decided to 
move before there were any more 
complaints and discovered 
another municipality was having 
similar problems and had taken 
certain steps. It decreed a 9 p.m. 
closing and restricted entrance to 
youngsters aged 18 years or over. 
So Sidney followed suit.
Eugene denies there are bottles 
left around outside. “That’s a 
total lie, there’s not a piece of 
glass lying around. They 
(youngsters) don’t do it outside
Jerry Eugene . . .seeks help
rny place. ”
Eugene says when he opened 
the centre in August “there were 
a few little brats,” and adds in* 
the beginning some kids were 
making trouble and “1 called the 
police and they wouldn’t come.”
No>v, he says, the “police 
come around and we’ve no 
trouble. So what’s the problem?”
He protests he “didn’t bring 
vandalism to Sidney” and asks:
“Why is council doing this? It 
has no idea what’s going on 
here.”
Eugene claims there are no 
drugs used and no drinking in the 
fun centre. “It’s zero. Kids may 
have drugs and do their deals but 
not in front of me.
“The kids in: town know they 
can’t bring liquor down here 
because I’ll confiscate it arid
throw them out.”
And he says the age group 
barred, the 17-year-olds and 
under, are “the last people to 
have booze and drugs. ’ ’
Eugene says he has just spent 
$5,000 on a sound system and 
thrown out the juke box. “the 
whole idea was to go 
professional.”
He claims he works 12 hours a 
day at the centre and totally 
deovtes himself to the business. 
“I got rid of the staff because I 
wanted to make sure I was here at 
all times and there would be no 
problems.”
The kids, he says respect him. 
“It’s got so friendly, I know 
what’s going on with these kids 
better than their parents.” He 
says he “advises them and tells 
them to go home” when they’re 
planning to leave their parents’ 
home.“I’ve been a total 
babysitter and counsellor.”
Eugene says he met with 
council some six weeks ago and 
told them “all I know is I’m 
doing the best I can.” The second 
day after the meeting, he says, 
two people from council came 
into the fun centre — he couldn’t 
identify them — and told him 
that for “an indefinite period of 
time we feel there’s no problem.”
He says the first night he was 
closed down at 9 p.m. and the 
new age limit enforced he lost 
$250. Youngsters under 18 
comprise between 60 and 70 per 
ft ^cqit of his business^ Eugene says.
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antiques Sc textiles
Now is the time to choose your 
EURODOWN Quilt and Accessories.
We have Canadian Pewter napkin rings, candle snuffers, tea 
strainers and jewellry.
We invite you to come in and browse.






Eight people, six of them from 
the peninsula, were fined in 
Sidney provincial court last week 
for impaired driving or related 
offences.
On Thursday Douglas Robert 
Geib, 9812-2nd St., Sidney, was 
fined $250 for impaired driving 
and $150 for refusing to supply a 
breath sample. He pleaded not 
guilty, but was found guilty after 
atrial.
Joan Winnefred Wilson, 20 
Latess Rd., Brentwood Bay, was 
fined $100 after pleading guilty to 
drving with a blood alcohol level 
over .08 per cent.
On Tuesday Laurence G. 
Richardson, 2044 Courser Dr., 
Sidney, was fined $400, and 
Lloyd E.R. Williams was fined 
$350, after each had pleaded 
guilty to an over .08 charge.
Barry .Iannis McDonald, 684 
Rockingham Rd., Victoria, and 
Kay Diane Kuyicn 10295 
Bowerbank Rd., Sidney, were 
each fined $350 after pleading 
guilty lo impaired driving.
Michael Ian Hiller, of 
Parksville, was fined $400 after 
pleading guilty to refusing to give 
a breath sample. Irish V.M. 
Smclscr, 2659 Mt. Newton Cross 
Road pleaded not guilty lo 
impaired driving, but was found 
guilty was fined $50.
Thanks, Eric
All six North Saanich alder­
men, who can generally find 
something to argue about, joined 
immediately and without 
comment to support a motion 
made at the Nov, 16 meeting by 
Aid. Dermid Bingham to thank 
retiring mayor Eric Sherwood for 
hi.s service as mayor.
Turkey bingo
Brentwood Community Chib 
plans a turkey bingo starting at 
7:30 p.m. Nov. 30 in Brentwood 
Community Hull. All welcome,



































An iiutographod copy 
of "Tho Art of Roborl 
Baloman.”
New and slightly damaged
30th November to 5th December 
10 A.M.- 4 r.M.
9810 - 4th street, Sidney
9900 - 5th Street. SIDNEY 
from $79,000 to
OPEN FOR VIEWING
Friday & Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m.
A Quality, 24 Unit Condominium Featuring:
•One and two bedroom units •Functioning fireplace In all units
•Utility room ensuite •Separate heated outside storage
•Stove, fridge, dishwasher Included •Large balconies
•Seavlew and Valley views •Close to all amenities
•Two blocks to city centre
ii Hi.i














*^Daily at the 
downtown location 
-^Friday and Saturday at 






(Children under 10 — *5.00)
lioyrs:
luncheon—11:30 to 3 p.m. 
dinner—5 to 11:30 p.m.
C) 531 Yates Street 
3@S-33I3
(2) 4512 W. SaaBilch Rd. 
' (Royal, Oak) 727-3444
Book your Christmas Party now.
Facilities for up to 150.
By DEREK JAMES 
The second annual Peninsula 
Soccer Club dance held at 
Brentwood community hall 
proved again a great success. 
Mrs. Dale Gibson was presented 
with a plaque and flowers by 
chairman Peter Byeford for her. 
many years of hard work in the 
organization. For many dancers 
the evening was enhanced 
through the generosity of local 
merchants who supported the 
club with donations of door and 
spot prizes.
These good people often give 
support to worthwhile causes 
without acknowledgement and I 
would like on behalf of the soccer 
club as a whole to thank them all 
publicly through the auspices of 
your paper.
They include: Sidney: Tudor 
Shop, Music Shop, Flint Motors, 
Harveys Sporting Goods, 
Cornish, The Toy Shop, Paulines 
Crafts, Happy Cooker, Hobbies 
and Crafts, Eskimo Art, Sidney 
Meats, Island Furniture, Pink 
Kitten, Boat and Yacht Shop,
THAkH YOU
. Thank you to those people who 
supported me during the 
elections and at the polls.
I appreciate your time and 
effort
raiLLip i€Mi
McClouds, Auto Shop, Christine 
Laurents, Panorama Leisure 
Centre, Owl Book Store.
Brentwood: Toy and Hobby, 
Hailing Auto, Candy Man, Liban 
Pizza, Brownies, Florist and 
Garden, Sporting Goods, Bay 
Hardware, Thought Shop, Bay 
Pharmacy and Cloth Castle.
Through well supported 
functions such as this it is hoped 
that registration fees will always 
be kept to a minimum for the 
Peninsula Soccer Club which is 
serving the sporting needs of so 
many youngsters.
Wed 50 years
Mr. and Mrs. H. Slade of 
Resthaven Drive celebrated their 
50th wedding aniversary on Nov. 
18. They reeived congratulatory 
messages from Premier Bill 
Bennett, Lieut. Gov. Henry Bell- 
Irving; MLA Hugh Curtis, as 
well as cards, phone calls and 
gifts from friends in England, 
Canada, and the U.S.
The couple’s son and daughter- 
in-law, Capt. J.C. Slade and 
wife, entertained most of the 
family when visiting this summer. 
Capt. Slade is the commander, 





Sallas Forest Lirhited Part­
nership is advertising its intention 
to apply for a water lease for a 
booming ground at Sidney 
Island.
When the island was logged 
previously the log dump was 
inthe lagoon at the north west 
end of the island, which is now in 
a provincial park.
The present application is for 
13.45 hectares in Miners Bay, on 
the north east side of the island. 
A breakwater would have to be 
built to provide shelter, and the 
area would be used for mooring 
boats as well as for the logging 
operation.
The application for a tree farm 
licence for the island is still being 





Sidney Days Festival Society 
will elect a president and officers 
at a Nov. 29 meeting at Sanscha 
Hall, starting at 8 p.m. All 
members shoud attend and new 
members or interested persons 










I appreciate the efforts of those who 
supported me and look forward to 
being of service to our community.
To the residents of Sidney
I take this opportunity to thank everyone for 
their tremendous support in Saturday’s civic 
election,
I will endeavour to carry out the task to 
which you have bestowed me to the best of 
my ability.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you 
have any community concerns -- 656-2766.
Sincerely,
SMi BJIIFMD LOYD BOilDEIi JOHN CALDER
I look forward to working for our 
community.
Thank you to those who supported 
my candidacy.
Your support is appreciated.
I shall do all in my power to justify it 
during my term of office.
Thank you for the opportuni­
ty to continue serving you 
I anfj your children.
f S'
JIM CUMMING BEN ETHIER ESTHER GALBRAITH
Sincere thanks to all my supporters 
and those who voted for mo.
Ploaso join mo now in co-operating 
with the new administration,
Let's also remain actively involved in 




I am looking forward to contributing 
to tho growth and prosperity of our 
community.
Thank you for your support
The opportunity to serve Is a special 
trust which I shall endeavour to 
fulfill to the best of my abilities.
Thank you for your support,
NELLIE HORTH JIM LANG
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By'^LEN LANG
This week 1 had hoped to offer 
you some hints on things that 
would provide your garden with 
vivid fall colour, however the 
wind and heavy rain have played 
havoc with the fall leaves, so 
brilliant only a week ago and now 
most of them arc flat on the 
ground, where they all have to be 
raked up. Sorry about that! You 
aren’t supposed to leave them on 
the lawn over the winter.
The most difficult leaves to 
deal with, are those millions that 
are firmly lodged in the eaves- 
troughs, causing unexpected 
waterfalls in the most in­
convenient places.
Probably the most brilliant 
colour in autumn comes on the 
eastern maples, although the 
Crimson King maples are lovely 
. . . even our own local maples 
have been a rich gold this year.
Dogwoods have fine colour in 
the fall and sometimes even some 
flowers. The common old 
hawthornes have a delightful 
blend of reds and yellows, the 
sumacs are a shock of orange and 
red, the smoke trees are lovely 
. . . stop me, someone! Some of 
the shrubs are just as pretty, like 
the azalea mollis (the one that 
sheds its leaves), but it is the 
berried shrubs that really come 
into their own at this time of 
year.
The pyracantha, especially, are 
spectacular, closely followed by 
the cottoneasters; both of these 
wonderful against a wall. 
Skimmias (the girls) are full of 
red berries, as are some en­
chanting small shrubs called 
wintergreen. The hollies, and the 
mountain ash, also, are full of 
bright red or orange fruit.
The loveliest vines are 
probably the Virginia creepers, 
and the Boston ivies. Shrubs like 
hydrangeas are still full of 
bloom, and we mustn’t forget the 
chrysanthemums and fall asters 
. . . this is their time of year. 
Marguerites are still flowering, 
and a few gloroisa daisies, but, as 
they finish, the winter heathers 
are just about to begin flowering 
and in no time at all the winter 
jasmine will be producing its 
golden bloom.
Talking about heathers . . . 
saw something rather special the 
other day, at the home of Bunty 
and Stuart Watt. She had taken a 
medium sized potato, used a 
skewer to punch holes in it, and 
tucked an array of heather into 
the holes.
It made the most enchanting 
small arrangement, and Bunty 
assures me the heathers last 
several months when treated this 
way . . . no water to change, or 
anything, and the potato is 
completely hidden by the flowers.
Nov. 12: Have almost finished 
digging up the begonias, and the 
geraniums which I will re-pot or 
take cuttings from (depending on 
how busy things are). Also have 
taken a lot of pelargonium 
cuttings, some from our plants, 
and some from my friendly 
neighbour. Hazel, who had some 
beauties this year. Its really worth 
the effort, since pelargoniums are 
notoriously expensive to buy in 
the spring.
Continued from Page BIO
[170 Rnnoincements I
A PUBLIC MEETING v^ill be held with
Rev. Hulford, Director of Provincial 
Corrections, as speaker, on Thursday, 
November 26th at 7:30 p.m. at 680 
Courtney Street, Victoria. This meeting 
is sponsored by the Alternatives Com­
mittee of Ecumenical Action. 382-7122. 
na -4 7
A MEETING will be held on Thursday,
December 10th at 7:30 p.m. at 680 
Courtney Street, Victoria, and on the 
second Thursday of each month. Meet 
Muriel Adey as Co-ordinator. The topic 
this month is: "Singles in a Couples 
World." Sponsored by Canadian 
Ecumenical Action. 382-7122. All are 
welcome. na-48
"SOCIAL SCENE IN VICTORIA FOR
SINGLES" is Divorce Lifeline's topic for 
the November 25th public meeting. 932 
Balmoral Ave., Room 217 at 8 p.m. 
Speakers Arlena Dodd and Tony 
Gelsthorpe from Singles Happening. No 
cost-join us. 47
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St. is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service for the 
peninsula. If you need assistance or if 
you wish to volunteer a few hours a week 
to help others in your community, please 
call 656-0134 for further information, tf 
SENIOR SERVING SENIORS ASSOC. OF
B.C. General meeting, November 28, 10 
a.m. - 1 p.m. Nurses Residence, Royal 
Jubilee Hospital, 2101 Fort St. Parking 
at rear, bus at door. Every Senior 
welcome. Info. Bee, 642-4875. 47
THE CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR
CITIZENS meet 1st and 3rd Thursday of 
the month. A planned program is of­
fered. Lion’s Hall, East Saanich Road, 2 - 
4 p.m. ^ 50
MEN, AND WOMEN are invited to join
this community choir which meets on 
Tuesdays, 7:30 p.m. at the Canadian 
Legion, Mills Road. Ability to read music 
an advantage. 652-9828. 50
170 Announcements
175 BIRTHS
SIDNEY DAYS Festival Society meeting 
to elect president and officers, Sanscha 
Hall, 8 p.m. November 29th. All mem­
bers must attend and-new members or 
interested persons welcome. 47
PENINSULA SINGLES CLUB” DANCE,
Eagles Hall, 751 View St. Friday,
■ December 4.9-1 p.m. "Martin Van" 
orchestra. Tickets at Hillside Mall, 
Harbour Square, Radio Shack, Sidney. 
All singles, members and guests 
welcome. No ticket sales at door. 382- 
0333. 48
RUTH CHAPTER #22, O.E.S. Christmas
Bingo, Friday, December4th. 7:30 p.m. 
Mount Newton Masonic Hall, 
Saanichton. Admission Jl. Everyone 
welcome. 48
BARGAIN BARN. Every Saturday
morning until Christmas at the Sidney 
Branch of Silver Threads. Articles in­
clude crafts, food, and other articles. 
Hours 7-11 a.m. Tea and toast 
available. 50
PARENTS WITHOUT PARTNERS,
Jubilee Hall Singles Dance, 527 Fraser 
St. Friday, December 11.9-1 a.m. Mr. 
Music. $4.50 each. All single club 
members and guests welcome. Tickets at 
Hillside, Harbour Square and Bran­
dywine, Six Mile Village. Reservations 
479-7195. NoTicketssoldatdoor. 49 
BRENTWOOCT COMMUNITY CLUB
Turkey Bingo, Monday, November 30 in 
the Brentwood Community Hall, starting 
at 7:30 p.m. All welcome. 47
SUMMERGATE VILLAGE CHRISTMAS
BAZAAR, Canora Road, November 28 at 
1 p.m. Crafts, Plants, arts, white 
elephant. Raffle and bake tables. 47 
GUILD OF HEALTH prayer service, •
Thursday, November 26 at 1:30'p.m. 
Chapel of St. John’s Church, 1611 
Quadra St. followed by general meeting 
at 2 p,m. in lower hall. Guest speakers 
Dr. M. Anderson. Topic: “Drama". 
Everyone welcome. 47
FOLEY
Born to Susan and George, a son, 
Sean Conran oh November 19th. 9 





Major Ret’d. and Mrs. T. Graham 
are pleased to announce the 
engagement of their daughter Lisa 
Mary, to Mr. Ronald Casey Plasier, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Casey Plasier of 
Calgary. The wedding will take 
place on December 13 in Calgary.
43 22 -4 7
290 MEMOREAM
Two sad and lonely years have 
passed
Since our great sorrow fell.
The shock that we received that day 
No one can ever tell.
God gave us strength to meet it.
And courage to bear the blow.
But what it meant to lose you 
No one v/ill ever know.
It’s lonely here without you dear.
We miss you more each day.
For life is not the same 
Since you were called away.
You bade no one a last farewell 
Nor even said goodbye;* 
Y9u.were'gbne before we realized 
A"nd only God knows why.
In loving memory of a dear husband 
and father Lloyd Cogswell \yho 
passed away November 26, 1979. 
Sadly missed by wife Muriel and 
Daughter, Buddie Christoff and 
family.
I wish to express my appreciation to 
the people of Sidney who supported 
my candidacy for school trustee.
Thank you for giving me the oppor­
tunity to represent our community at 
the Saanich Board table.
JOE LOTT
The opportunity to seek office is a 
special freedom.
Thank you to my supporters.
To Elsie and Diane and Peggy and Andrew 
and ’Granny’ Aiers and all my sup­
porters. Thank you so much. (Quality out­
shines quantity every time.)
To all the staff of the town of Sidney . . . 
thank you . . . you’re the greatest, what 
more can I say.
To the A.P.C. Right On -— keep doing it!
.To the new guys — good luck — Sidney is 
lender— give it love.
To the rest of the Beacon Avenue preserva­





To the citizens of North Saanich: Congratula- 
lions for proving once again that you are tru­
ly committed to your community by the 
spelndid turnout and thank you for your sup­
port and mandate, I will do my best to live up 
to your confidence,
Tho large number ol excellent candidates 
deserve all our thanks lor their concern lor 
North Saanich. I am sorry wo do not have 
more seats to accommodate more ol theso 
lino people on Council.
Sincerely,
, '...............
THANKS FROM THE PARROTTS FOR 
YOUR SUPPORT AND CONFIDENCE 
IN US IN THE ELECTION OF NOV. 
21st, 1981
Harold & Rubymay Parrott
JAY RANGEL
I would like to thank the people ol Sidnoy 
who supported me in the Sidney Municipal 
elections held on November 21st.
I oiler my congralulalions to those who were 
succosslul and wish them well in their 
deliberations (or the noxi two years: I lur- 
thermore commend tho electors who took tho 
time and also made tho ollort to turn out at 
Iho polling station.
Tho results speak (or thomsolvos. My 
sincere wish to all is — that Sidnoy does 





Special thanks to those who worked 
lor my election and to all who look 
tho timo to oxorclso their right to 
vote.
Thank you to all those who sup­
ported mo in my effort to offer my 
services to our commiinily.
'
RON ULR/9ER GEORGE WESTWOOD
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Lucerne. Assorted Flavours .....
Litre
Carton
Town House, •plain, •Garlic or *Po!ski Ogorki. 1 litre Jar
‘Best Sellers 
‘Movie Tie-Ins 
‘Well Known Authors ■
pmmtmsmimmmm
Sweet Peas, ‘White Corn, 
Whole Kernel Niblets Corn, 
‘Mixed Vegetables.
Frozen. 12 oz. (340g) Pkg.







‘?IP; 625 ml Bottle...............
Ultrex Razor
JITTl SchickIdwi With Blades....................
: Rnti-Freeze
, $7 98
4 lir m nPrestone........... ..'i*' Jug
Prices effective Nov. 23rd • 29th, 1981 
in your Frelndly Sidney Safeway Store
We reserve the right to limit sales lu letail Quiftilies.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 AM to 5 PM
« 8
Pink or White 
Size 48’s . for Ii B.C. Grown




AVAILABLE AT SAFEWAY 5” Pot • •'• • • • • • » Each
dd' jy
II N nSafeway Gift Certificates
It's that lime of year again vyhen wo get the oppoilLinlly to help chandlso, certainly more than lust-“ 3 food stoie.
make otliers happy, and it's so easy to do. No need to wonder if Our Service and products are both unconditionally guaranteed In
you’ve bought the light size m colour, Safeway Gilt Certificates ail our stores whether they bo hero in Canada, U.S.A., England,
are tho Ideal gift for everyone •-friends, relatives, neighbours, Scotland, Germany or Australia.
employees, Itie paperbrTy. tlio batrysitter, the mail man, the gar- oei-tifjcates are available in any $ value you desire,
baqe collector, it's an excellent wav to say'’thanks tor a ob ^ \ , i j u uy II | . ,-j ' • All stores have an abundant supply on hand, However, It more
' convenient. Just call our gilt cortiticate department loll tree
Folks have to do their own choosing Irom our Iargf3 array of mer- i ia.800'6B3'1214.
C A IM A D' A S A F E W A Y' LMV1 I T E D









Victoria MLA Charles Barber 
is guest speaker at a Sidney- 
North Saanich NDP discussin 
group meeting to be held at 7:30 
p.m. Nov. 27 at Panorama 






to see our selection of
Christinas ideas









A Sidney oldtimer, one of the 
founders and charter members of 
the local Rotary club, George 
Fleming, has died in his 101st 
year at Gorge Hospital.
Sidney Rotarian historian Jim 
Wakefield said Friday that in the 
old days Fleming was a 
photographer and had several 
businesses in various locations in 
.Sidney over a number of years.
When Fleming went to 
Vancouver, Rotarians lost track 
ofhim Wakefield said, but when 
he died in the Victoria area 
hospital they learned Fleming 
had been there for four years,
Some six Sidney Rotarians 
attended the funeral held Nov. 10 
at Royal Oak and laid a wreath. 
The Rev. Bob Sansom conducted 
the graveside service.
Wakefield said Fleming came 
to Sidney from Red Deer, 
Alberta, where he was also a 
member of Red Deer Rotarians.
Saanichton craft
A Saanichton craft sale will be 
held at St. Mary’s church on 
Cultra Avenue 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 




Stelly’s School Parent 
Advisory Group is presenting 
a parent information night at 
7:30 p.m. on alchol 
awareness. Sally Yonge and 
Alexander Dworak — two of 
the school’s students who 
recently attended a weekend 
seminar organized by 
Counter Attack will be two 
of the panelists.
Other speakers include 
Const. Jack Hill (Central 
Saanich police), who explains 
where the law comes into the 
picture and gives statistics 
relating to teenagers and 
their involvement with 
alcohol in the municipality.
Sammy Sam will talk 
about a program dealing with 
native people and panelist
Pat Murphy, Saanich school 
board trustee, has a special 
interest in alcohol as it relates 
to problems in the family.
There will be a short 
presentation by each panelist 
followed by a question 
period. The evening also 
features a 15-minute film — 
Unitl 1 Get Caught — 
followed by a talk by Barry 
Burch from Counter Attack, 
a program in which long- 
established atitudes about 
drinking and driving are 
bieng challenged.
The Counter Attack 
schools program is based on 
the premises that teaching, 
guiding, informing and 
involving the youth of today 













EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 1st, 1981
THERE WILL BE A NEW CENTRAL
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FOR RESIDENTS OF
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH
By SARAH BONNER 
The student body of Stelly’s is 
proud to announce the school is 
sponsoring an underpriviledged 
family. The family of Lupyana 
Mbilinya are farmers in Ifunda, 
Tanzania. A cheque will be sent 
to them each month so they can 
buy food, improve their shelter 
and may even supply education 
to a few of their eight children.
•There will be an Alcohol 
Awareness evening at Stelly’s 
Nov. 30th at 7:30 p.m. in the 
multi-purpose room. A short 
presentation by each of our six 
panelists will be followed by an 
opportunity to ask questions. All 
interested members of our 
community are more than 
welcome to attend. The people 
from Counter Attack arc 
working in conjunction with 
Stelly’s to provide this evening of 
information. Thanks to Stelly’s 
Parent Advisory Committee for 
planning the evening.
•The cross country team has 
completed its final competition at 
the Vancouver Island Cham­
pionships which was held at Juan 
de Fuca. The team consistently 
placed in the top 50 per cent, in 
all competitions over the season. 
Top congratulations to coach 
Fraser Syme and team members 
Bonnie Kohlman, Jane Spencer, 
Tim Shumka and Dan Girard.
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CLIP AND KEEP 
BY YOUn PHONE
If you don't receive your nov\/ Tcleplione Decal in the 
mail along with a letter explaining the change by 
Den, 1, 1981, nail SIDNEY TOWN HAI L, R5fi-1184 
or NORTH SAANICH MUNICIPALITY, 656-3918.
•The Outdoors Club went out 
on Remembrance Day to hike 16 
km. in the pouring rain al East 
Sooke Park. Teachers George 
Kelly, Waren Munch and Fraser 
Syme drove the 13 hikers over the 
gruelling course,
•Congratulations to William 
Yelland, Brent Anderson and 
William Taylor, all of whom 
received inter-provincial travel 
opportunities through the -l-H 
club.
•The Donald Duck and 
Company movie I he I hrcc 
Cabnllero.s has made ii.s way to 
Sicily’s and on Nov, 28 ai 2 p.m. 
il can be viewed for $1.25. 
Everyone Is welcome to attend.
Farkland
Parade
By WENDY LAING 
To all parents, students and 
residents of the peninsula: 
Parkland’s Grassroots Theatre 
Company is proud to announce 
that its fall musical Carnival will 
be playing Dec. 3, 4, 5, 10,11 and 
12. Tickets can be purchased 
from Nov. 30 onwards at the 
school.
•The determination and 
outstanding play by Parkland’s 
sports teams this week should 
make each students proud of our 
Panthers. What an incredible 
week of well-deserved victories!
•While most Sidney people 
were cozy and warm in their 
homes, last Saturday (Nov. 14) as 
gale force winds and torrential 
rain pelted the Island, our senior 
boys soccer team were out 
fighting the storm. Royal 
Athletic Park was the site of the 
game where the Panthers 
recorded their 1st shut-out of the 
season. Despite the swamped 
field the team defeated Belmont 
4-0 to win the soccer shield. 
Parkland’s fine team play, and 
confidence, certainly proved 
them worthy victors.
•The Champions best describes 
our senior girls volleyball team. 
Their season was fantastic, but it 
all boiled down to one game last 
Saturday (Nov. 14) when they 
captured the top spot on Van- 
, epuyer Island. By defeating 
Reynolds and Dqnsmuir, they , 
hot only won the Islands, but also 
a berth to the B.C. Cham­
pionships held in Kelowna next 
week. Congratulations to the 
girls — they deserve it. On behalf 
of the school, good luck; we’re 
all pulling for you.
•After placing 3rd in league 
standings the senior boys 
travelled to Port Hardy for their 
“Islands,” where they played 
well but unfortunately could not 
quite catch their opposition in 
most games. A great effort; just 
wait until next year.
•Way to go swim team! The 
Cats competed in their first 
Novice competition at the Crystal 
Pool Nov. 13 and placed 1st with 
324 points — 200 points ahead of 
2nd place Dunsmuir!! Parkland 
has swam in the annual meet for 
five years and this is the best 
we’ve ever done. The Vancouver 
Island elimination meet at the 
Crystal Pool was held Friday 
(Nov. 20) where we did extremely 
well. Twenty teams competed 
and Parkland placed a superb 4th 
with 120 points. Good luck at the 
B.C.’s this week.
•The junior boys rugby team 
placed 2nd in league pay-offs 
having lost to Claremont Nov. 
17. The guys were ihcn over­
joyed to hear one team needed a 
replacement in the Island 
championships and that they 
could possibly take tliolr place. 
Ditncan’s Mt. Prevost team also 
wanted to clinch the spot, ,so the 
two teams wallowed about in the 
mud Nov. 19; Parklantl showing 
their stuff to win 6-0.
The Panthers then faced arch­
rival Claremont in the Island’s 
semi-final Friday and again 
slipped and sloshed to victory 13- 
6, tlianks (o Ben Creek, Greg 
Lewis and great team spirit.
Moms invited
Tile La Lcchc League wou)d 
like to invite new ami e,xpcciani 
mothers to a monilily support 
and discussion group to be held 8 
p.m. Dec. 3 at 6972 Uafiki Way. 
Brentwood. Babies welcome,
Oiitboarcl taken,
A 7 Vi hor.scpowcr Mercury 
mubnard motor valued at $1,200 
vvas stolen from a boat at Oo.sun’.s 
Marina




North Saanich council is all in 
favor of the “park and ride” bus 
system, but they aren’t so sure 
about the parking being done on 
North Saanich land without 
asking their permission.
At its Nov. 16 meeting council 
dealt with a letter from a CRD 
transit planner asking permission 
from Daryl Ashby, municipal 
engineering services director, to 
put up two signs advertising. a 
“park and ride” location by 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
Mayor Eric Sherwood pointed 
out the land belongs to the 
municipality and that no one had 
asked permission to use it. It was 
also pointed out that all the 
parking area at the centre is 
sometimes filled.
Aid. .lay rangel suggested it 
made sense to try the plan using 
an already blacktopped. If a 
demand was shown to exist then a 
new parking area culd be 
developed.
Municipal clerk Ted Fairs told 
council only 20 spaces were 
involved, which the centre* did 
not need, and that although there 
is no lease the parking lot is under 
the control of the regional 
district.
In other business:
®A petition with seven names 
asking that Cromar Road be 
improved between Deep Cove 
Road and Madrona Drive “now 
that the developers have cleaned 
up and left” was referred to the 
public works committee. Rangel 
said the work was included in the 
provisional budget.
•A request that council set up a 
permanent liaison committee 
with “the disabled community” 
to carry on efforts begun during 
the International Year of 
Disabled Persons was referred to 
the incoming council.
®A request from Sidney for 
further details and anticipated 
costs for a proposed joint study 
of policing alternatives was 
referred to the finance committee 
for immediate action. ^ -
®Mrl and Mrs. R.E. Parkirison 
■wrote to: council asking im­
mediate installation of a street 
light at the end of Littlewood 
Road North. They said that 
because the dead end road is a 
complete darkness it is used as a 
parking spot for young people 
“who have left everything from 
garbage to brassieres in our 
gateway.”
The writers also said their 
fence had been torn apart to 
make a fire in the middle of the 
road, and that broken beer 
bottles threatened severe injury 
to horses.
A light would eliminate the 
vandalism, they said.
The request was refered to the 
' utilities committee.
Library talks in limbo
® Strike enters 10th week
The strike by Vancouver Island 
Regional library workers is into 
its 10th week and there are no 
talks scheduled between the 
VIRL board and the two unions 
representing staff — the B.C. 
Government Employees Union, 
for librarians and the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees for 
clerical workers. Everything is in 
limbo, Sidney librarian Mary 
Kierans said Saturday.
BCGEU representative Doug 
Hensby said there were three 
issues outstanding — the 
question of pickets and the 
librarians’ right to refuse to cross 
a picket line without being 
disciplined; a union security 
clause which would require all 
new employees to join theunion; 
and job evaluation.
Hensby said if librarians are 
evaluated they should have a 
right to grievance on appraisals.
Hensby said neither money or 
benefits had. been discussed but 
felt that once the three out­
standing issues were “out of the 
way” negotiations should 
proceed smoothly.
Kierans said talks were last 
held Nov. 12 and there “were 
some gains, simply because some 
board members turned up to the 
meeting.”
Both Kierans and Hensby have 
hopes of a general board meeting 
to be held in Nanaimo Nov. 28. 
The librarian said some board 
members who had expressed
concern were expected to attend 
the executive meeting and “we 
expect them to be active.”
Municipal halls in Duncan and 
Nanaimo, the Cowichan 
Community Centre in Duncan 
and Sooke school board were 
picketed by CUPE workers last 
week. CUPE plans to continue 
half-day picket action on the 
Island until the Nov. 28 meeting 
at Malaspina Hotel.




Six students from the Sidney 
area were among 300 awarded 
degrees and diplomas at the first 
Fall Convocation of the 
University of Victoria held Nov. 
28.
The Sidney residents are: 
Michael Donald MacDonnell, 
Master in Public Administration; 
Jean Louise Shaw, Bachelor of 
ARts; Gary Grant Beech, 
Charlotte Jennie Holtan and 
Nancy May Miller, Bachelor of 
Education (Elementary).
The Brentwood Bay resident is 
Virginia Ruth Foley, Bachelor of 
Education (Secondary).
Barker said Saturday most of the 
union proposals have been dealt 
with and the outstanding issue 
was benefits for part-time em­
ployees. Negotiations broke off 
Nov. 10 and Mike Dummler, for 
CUPE local 401 said it was the 
result of the board’s un­
willingness to address the con­
cerns of part-time employees who 
make up more than 75 percent of 
the bargaining unit.
Statutory holiday pay or a day 
off in lien is received by only 40 
of the 132 clerical workers who 
are seeking the same provisions 
described as the minimum in the 
Employment Standards Act, 
Dummler said.
He said part-timers also lose 
out on medical, dental and other 
benefits and arc .seeking a 
provision which would give them 
the same benefits as fiUl-timc 
staff on a pro-rata basis.
The salary schedule is 
tliscriminatory, Dummler said, 
and the employer’s response 
“totally unacceptable.”
With negotiations broken off, 
library workers arc forced to 
resume escalation of strike action 
throughout Vancouver Island a 
municipalities and school 
districts, he said.
“This is the only way we know 
of to convince the library’s 
negotiation committee to 
reconsider its position on key 







... you’re on the Provincial Voter’s List,
To have the right to choose, 
you have to register to vote.
It’s easy. Just contact your nearest 
Registrar of Voters or Government Agent. 
But don't put It oft. Do it today.
And have a choice in tomorrow.
REGISTER




Vancouver Islanders I 
who, for the past two \ 
winters, have heljxjd \ 
prevent an electrical ^ 
shortage by thinking ^ 
twice Ix’ifore switch! ng 
on iinything during the 
critical 5pm to 7pm fxjriod. ' \
By turning down electric ^ ^ 
healing while cooking dinner. ^ ^
By cooking whole meals in the 
oven lo save using top elements, and not 
using the self-cleaning leature at dinner lime.
By using hot water (for baths, sliowcrs, (lishes, 
laundry) later.
By switching off lights and appliances not 
being used.
By ironing and 
using power tools at 
some otlier time.
The Raeside Award 
i is also a reminder that we 
^ have the same potential 
problem again this year: 
our community has grown 
while our supply of electri­
city has not.
So, we’ll wtint to do the same
____ _' things again this winter.
However, judging by last winter’s successful 
encrgy-.saving effort, we at B.C.Hydro ate confident 
enough lo tllank you in advance for your cooi-ieralion.
We think everyone deserves a me(M,
Because, when we all save electricity, eveiyone 
is a winner.
Avoid the electriGal msh-hour. 5pm-7pm
:i..
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2481 Beacon Ave. 
656-0911
FOR SALE
Duplex renovated in 1981. 3 
bdrms. each side, wraparound 
balconies, fenced backyards. Near' 
bus and shopping.
FiEE
word classified of a non­
commercial nature are available 
to subscribers to the Sidney 
Review
*R.T.S.
your advertisement runs in 
every edition ol the Review 
until sold. Ad is cancelled after 
10 insertions unless you advise 
otherwise.
20 words $5.00
additional 4 words 25c
FREE to subscribers.
AND
A 2 Bdrm. townhouse centrally 
located in Sidney. Within walking 
distance of Beacon Ave.
FOR RENT
3 bedroom duplex in Sidney. $650 
per month.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION $12.00







EXCELLENT NICELY TREED view lot in
new Ocean View estates subdivision in 
Metchosin. Priced to sell. 652-3038. 
4060-4 8
l>ENIIiBUU DIRECTORY




2412 D Beacon Ave.
L B.C. 656-5551
AJAX HOHIIE and 
OFFJCE CLEANmS
Windows - Floors - Carpets 
































9240 Caiiora Rd. 
656-5352
UfeaimBtasrsuntee













“From Estimate to 
Personalized Installation - 
Service Three Weeks!"







“No Job Too Large 


















• REC ROOMS •SUNOECKS 
•CARPORTS















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 












For your electrical construction, ad- 





























Govornmoiil certified lechnician 
with 35 years, experience In Elec­





2b Years Experience 
WesWtm(/rt/, Comnmcial. 
Induitrial
llewIrlnQ, electric healing roapirs, 
appliance connections,




Grace Haight ' 652-0331
Thorno-Lennon
ELECTRIC
Industrial ■ P.nnidf'htlal 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
Quality Workmanthip 








Cat Work & Trucking
656-6205 656-4888




Delightful 2 bedroom bungalow less 
than 2 blocks from Beacon Ave. 
Cozy living room with lots of charm. 
Big family room. Great rear yard 




Sayward/Kelsey Bay/Port McNeil 
area, good location, level partially 
treed 3Vz acres approximately. 
Small dwelling presently rented. 
Good value at $40,000. Must sell. 
595-5984 weekends, leave 
message tor Bob, or 658-8810 
anytime. 50
ONLY $99,900
Great 9 year old 2 bedroom full 
basement home close to schools, 
new Library, shops, Franklin F.P. in 
the living room. Big sunroom. MLS.
BESTVALUE
Immaculate 3 BR home with all the 
teatures you are looking tor. 
Location, space, garden, ac­
comodation plus an assumable 




3 bedrooms, IVz baths. $25 mon­
thly assessment. Immaculate condi­







New quality built home by Denmik 
Homes Ltd. Everything about this 3 
BR home reflects the desire of the 
builder to provide you' with the 
best. Located in a new residential 
area of Sidney adjacent to a treed 
park. Move in now. MLS.
(§orb0n
31iEaltare












2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5511
1 acre lot with beautiful cedar trees 
on front of property - $83,00;
2 bedroom home in Sidney with 
large high ceiling workshop. Home 
in very good condition. Asking 
$89,900.
2 LOTS
Older 2 bedroom home on 2 lots. 
Several out buildings. Value mainly 




Only two years old and beautifully 
maintained. Large living room with 
heatalator fireplace and dining 
area, bright kitchen with eating 
space, three good size bedrooms, 
bathroom and a large utility room. 
, thermopane windows. Well land­
scaped grounds with two garden 
sheds included. Existing First 
Mortgage (if required) at ll'/4%. 
Located near Sidney and below 








Lovely 3 bedroom home in nice area 
of Sidney close to beach. Some of 
the teatures are: bay window in LR 
and stone fireplace, beamed 
ceilings. The basement is mostly 
finished and includes an air tight 
wood heater in family room, den, 
hobby room and 2 pee. bathroom. 
Tho yard is well landscaped with 
fruit trees and a green house, 
Assumable mortgage - $22,000 at 
11% duo May 1984.
PENNY DU TEMPLE 
656-6442




A very comfortable and well 
maintained two bedroom bungalow 
conveniently located near the bus 
line and shopping. Attractive 
garden with charm and seclusion. 
Separate garage and storage. Rear 
lane access. Priced for quick action 
at $78,000
ERIC GRAHAM
656-4489 home 656-1154 office
OPEN HOUSE 
1-4 P.M.
SAT. & SUN. 
9348TrailcreekDr. 
crake airport road 
to Canora)
Summergate Village provides the 
best for those over 45 who enjoy 
attractive surroundings, and a 
recreation complex that provides 
almost everything. The $35. 
monthly assessment includes water 
and cutting of lawns also, Come see 








Trucking, Excavating and Backhon 
Work















Brand now, 4 B,R. Iiqmo of unique 
design oiV l'V'4 acres arable land 
with a '/« ac. private lake in Deep 
Cove. Over 3200 sq. ft, o( living 
space with solar heating features, 
Asking $359,000 MLS. Please call;
KARELDROST 
656 0131 Eves. 656-2427
UURELROAD 
[North Saanich]
Theso three .9 acre lots are ad­
jacent, and on tho high side. 
Although partly treed, an abun­
dance of sun is yours. Each lot is 
priced at $79,500. View and try 
your offer,
BILLRATCLIFFE
656-1154 office 656-4517 home
Commercial lol in downtown 





Tninmiacuiato 5 year 
Ym built homo. $109,000.
PAULHYAn
656-1154 office 656-3150 home
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
Sidney '/; acre lot, level, cleared 
and fully serviced, good access and 
highway exposure, $110,000 MLS,
KARELDROST
656-0131 Eves. 656-2427
HOUSE FOR RENT 
Short form available. $825.00 per 
mo, Ardmore area, 4 D.R. Comm. 
Doc. lat,
RETAIL SPACE





Brand new luxury 2 bndroom, 2 
bathroom suites in quiet garden 
sotting, only blocks from beach and 
town centre, Adult oriented. Largo 
iwlconlos. dishwashers, $600 per 
month includes heat and 
cablovislon, Ploaso, no children or 
pots, 656-7912. 4280-49
CHOICE BUILDING lots in newly 
developed area. S63,000-$69,000.6b6< 
?3rj8'or 655'3226. 4259-46
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnishod units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable T.V, Free 
{wrlKtng, maid set vice, Available weekly. 
Saiuluwu Mosul, 652'






SAANICHTON, luxury, private, 2 
bedrooms, 2 baths, double garage, adult 
oriented townhouse with fireplace. Small 
complex, no pets. $650. 652-4242 after 
5 p.m. 4220-tf
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX in Sidney, $650
per month; 2 bedroom Townhouse, $450 
per month. Call Kai Jacobsen, 656-0911 
office. Home656-2257. 47
ROOM ANDIOARD available. Suitable
for University student. 656-9267. 4359- 
47
FURNISHED BEDROOM available 
December 1st. 656-5474 after6 p.m.
4 3 5 8 -4 7
SIDNEY PROFESSIONAL building office 
space for rent. Reasonable, suit medical, 
accountant, lawyer, etc. Please call 658- 
8468 or656-1353. 4342-48
NEW 1300 SQ. FT. rancher, Maryland 
area. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace, 
double garage, $775 per month. 656- 
7580. 4341-47
FOR LEASE, December 15th. 3 bedroom 
home close to schools, bus, shopping. 
Would suit family of four. Non-smokers, 
no dogs please. $585 per month. 656- 
6351. 4354-47
LARGE ROOM for rent, share kitchen. 
Close to Beacon and water. Non smokers 
only. 656-6801 after6 p.m. 4346-47 
ONE BEDROOM basement suite. 
Fireplace, fridge, stove, private en­
trance. Quiet, clean tenant. $295 per 
month. 656-3555 evenings. 4344-47 
Four bedroom house in Sidney.
Fireplace, rec. room, garage, large lot. 
Close to schools and bus stop. 2044 
Ardwell. $695 per month. 656-7898.
43 43 -4 7
13 REAL ESTATE 
WANTES
IMMEDIATELY. Young woman requires 
housekeeping room or small apartment, 
Sidneyarea preferred. 656-3588. 4352-
.43, ^ ■ .
IS MOBILI JSMES
12’x68’ - 3 BEDROOM, 2 appliances, 
large fenced lot. Insulated 
shed/workshop. Garage wired for 220V. 
Large sundeck. Spectacle Lake. 
$35,000,656-1725. RTS-1
WE HAVE A VERY NICE SELECTION of
double wide and single wide homes. 
Available in family and adult parks in • 
Vancouver’s Lower Mainland. (D.5246) 
Phone 112-588-8818. na-tf
"WHEELESTATE." The WHEELESTAfl
PEOPLE, Harbel Holdings Ltd. Mobile 
Home listings and sales. Kamloops 112- 
372-5711; Surrey 112-585-3622. Call 
collect. (D6747) tf
MARKET SLOW? Not with us! The af-
fordable investment. Mobile Homes on 
pads. Listings and sales. Phone Andy, 






Applications are invited from 
suitably qualified persons for tho 
position of Clerk III (Accounts 
Payable Clerk), 7 hours per day, 12 
months per year, in the School 
District Administration Office. This 
fxjsition requires a person with 
clerical and bookkeeping ability at 
an inlermodiato level, knowledge of 
data process encoding and an 
aptilLido for figures, bookkeeping 
and accounting. Duties to com­
mence December 29. 1901 or 
Oiirllor, tjalary range 1982; 
$1429.00 to$l534.00 permonth.
Applif,itinn forms are available 
from the School Daard Office, 2125 
Keating Cro.ss Road, Victoria, B,C,, 
telephone 052-1151. Closing date 







VOLUNTEER SIHERS needed to care 
(or babies and toddlers while parents 
p.ir1icipato in a weekly 1V» hour 
discussion (sroup on Tuesdays, 9:30 • 
11.00 a.m, Transportation available, 
New P,aronts Discussion Groups. Call 
Brenda, 592 0516 or Karon 598-4075 
lor into. 47
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IB looking for 
0 person with "extra ordinary ability" to 
uipuni/e unii inunuge. Tnis is a |.Bnt tuiiu 
position willi nominal remuneration, If 
you have an interest in the community 
and busmosB activities, please apply in 
wilting to box U', u u Uie bidnuy 
Review, P.O Box 2070, Sidnoy, V8L 
3G5. RTS2
FLEI "W'MRrTlMrcei lii'itxJ 'dental 
iia:,istiiiit {i,ii pionCiiiiVO Olicntrid dental 
piaclicc on Salt Spring Island. Resumes 
toOox482,G.snge&,O.C.VOSlEO, 
428747






Paper Carriers, 12 years and 
up required for Sidney routes. 
Suit youngsters after school, 
housewives or retired 
residents. Good exercise and 
money in your pocket!
Call The Review, 656-1151 
now!
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
del 1-11
MATURE COMPANION LADY, Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. to 
be with semi-invalid but not bedridden 
lady. Light duties only. Will pay up to $7 
per hour. 656-1349, or reply to Box "E", 
c/o Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, V8L3S5. 4329-47
TIRED OF WORKING FOR SOMEONE 
else? You could earn $80 to $120.00 
per day and more. Our 3-day SCULP­
TURED FINGER NAILS course will help 
set you up in your home or in a salon. 
Evening course available. Call 112-463- 
5025 (days) or 112-462-7774. 112-462- 
7587 (evenings). na-48
EXPERIENCED NEWSPAPER EDITOR 
required by award winning community 
newspaper, Send complete resume to 
Stanley Orris, The Gazette, Box 700, 
Grand Forks, B.C.VOH IHO. na-47 
pObIIc ACCOUNTING OFFICE in North
Central, B.C. requires senior C.G.A. 
student or recent graduate. Public 
practice experience is a pre-requisite. 
Advancement opportunities are ex­
cellent. Salary will be negotiable and 
dependent on qualifications. For in­
terview write In confidence to Mr. D.W. 
Mason C.G.A,, Box 3607 Smithers, B.C, 






Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district, 
Good workmanship al 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crows 
available lor larger jobs.
656-4133
S.Q.S,
Homo A Qlllce Cloaning Sorvice
•infiudKl, liftndnrt
•WmiMv. of,r,aMonal w coniraus
PUtii c»B Isr InlMmilloA,






allor 5 p.rn, (If
Ciiil iiiif I liii.niidd dtiri.iitmt>rti )ii tnmj your j)d In Jill 






RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED, 
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652- 
4035. 37-tf
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno Von 
Schuckmann, 656-9184 after 5 p.m. tf 
HANDYMAN. Light carpentry, gar­
dening. Good work, reasonable. Small 
jobs prefered. 652-2245. 4274-47
"THE TWO SISTERS" will do garden 
cleanup, basements, housecleaning etc. 
Have pickup truck for light hauling. 
Pleasecall382-2305 or658-8810. 50
RELIABLE YOUNG LADY seeks 
housecieaning position, Sidney area. 
References available. 656-9102. 4339-
47
MATURE WOMAN will do housework. $5 
per hour. 652-9810. 4337-47
BOOKKEEPER, part time for airport 
company. Must be qualified to trial 
balance. References requred. 479-1122.
4331-47
CHRISTIAN BOY student babysitter, age 
14'/2, non smoker, non drinker. Bren­
twood Bay area. 652-9575. 4333-47
EXPERIENCED MOTHER of 1 will 
babysit children, any age, my home. 
Daytime basis, Saanichton area. Meals 
provided. 652-9650. 4330-47
EXPERIENCED NURSES AIDE available 
for home care. 656-7830. 4321-47
mm
CATERING HELP available tor small 
house parties or large parties in private 
halls.396-7378 after5;30 p.m. 4290-50
35 CmACTORS
EXPERT HOME RENOVATIONS AND
REPAIR. Local craftsmen. For free 
estimates, call John or Chris, 9 a.m, - 9 
p.m.656-7766. , 4348-50
FOR HIRE 250 Barko Log Loader, two
logging trucks, and/or self-loader. 
Phone 112-246-4483 or 112-246-9559 
after 6 o'clock. na-4 7
W isysic




FOR SALE: Completely rebuilt 4-7IN RC 
Detroit diesel engine. Include electrics, 2 
hydraulic pumps and clutch. Unit out of 
champion grader. Mechanics Lien Sale. J 
& S Diesel Service Ltd., Summerland, 










CninpfM, Itailei Moiorhomp Rppaits
Prop.iuf insl.iilnlions
Van WhpclLhdii I ills
Handit.ipppd Onviiuj Aids
4099 TUXEDO DR. 
Victoria, B.C. V3X 2L5 
479-3178
22 FT. SUPERIOR MOTOR HOME, 1972. 
42,000 miles, air condition, roof and 
front. Sleeps 6.4,000 watt electric plant. 
656-7770 or478-3474. 4081-48
FOLDING HARD TOP Holiday Trailer, 
homemade, $1,000. May be viewed at 
Craigmyle Motel and Trailer Park, 2300 
Beacon Ave. Sidney. Ian M. Horne, 
Official Administrator for the County of 
Victoria, 302-612 View st. Victoria, B.C. 
V8W1J5. 4253-48
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE has small 
travel trailer for sale. Located on 1st 
Street beside information centre. Ideal 
for recreational lot. or portable office. 
Price $750. Contact Hank Vissers, 656- 
5544,8:30-5:30 p.m.. ’ RTS-2
m
MARINE
1979 FORD FAIRMONT station wagon. 
Like new, low cnileage. Must sell, 656- 
3413, ask for Harold, RTS-47
'72 MERCURY “COMET, 2 door. 6
cylinder automatic, radio, $2,375. 656- 
6119.4015-47 
1975 PINTO station wagon, 1 owner, 
standard, 2300CC engine, radials, 
excellent condition, very clean, new 
paint. Ideal (amlly 2nd car! 656-3733 
evenings. RTS-50
f974 MAZDA“'WAW¥,'“reliable"'tran'
sportation, radio, rebuilt piston engine, 
many now parts. Now mounted snow 
tiros. Asking! 1,200.656-6038 RTS-52 
1978 HONDA ACCORD TtatchbaTk".
Silver with black Interior. Spotless 
condition, woirmalntainod, lady driven, 
one owner, $4,800 firm, 656-1596, 
4080-48
1974 OREMLINTooT've rFhTrFroo^ki 
carl$2„500.656-4475. RTS-1
,’'6f'piUG6Tl¥OntorTor\''¥odF
engine running, needs hydraulics, $400, 




19‘79”XS 11 SPECIAITT'OOO "iTiilos, 
(15,000 km). Asking $2,800. 656-7763, 
9-5 p.m, Ask for Pat. 4327-47
, 72 fWB RANig'HER'crGT. p7S.,'P,C
AC. 351 Cleveland, low miles. New 
paint, fibreglass liner. Bosf offer, 656- 
7500. 4340-47
1972 GRAND TORINOTiood'coilditiori' 
$l,150obO,656-5998. 4347-47
73 FORD"F250 Camper Spoclaf fo“r
parts. 656-4773. 4328-47
except power windows and air, $9,000. 
656-3283. 4317-47
078 •’mAF'mS'DIEL T79, 375 “motor*.
long, wheel bare, 12 epned trsncrrtif.cion 
44 reors. New motor and transmission, 
Best offer. Phone U 2-344-2288 Golden, 
D,C, na-47
'ift-MlvSTlTC SfAli 35U ULfHOit U
speed 38-2 speed rear axle. Rubber 
Block. Now rubber. Bosf offer, Phono 
n7-344 ?2n8 Golden, D,C, na 47
fsTrwcWRNllt^lTo'o cMKCiFQij
15 speed 44 rears. Long wheel base, 
excellent shape. Best oflers, plvona 112- 




^ Let us v/interise, repair, 
or overhaul your engine, 
Gas or Diesel, In- 




9751 • 4tti STREET
656-4412
WILL FIX USED outboards and small 
motors. Very reasonable. 656-1286.
42 50-4 8
NEW 9' wood Lapstrake Dinghy. 
Excellentrowingboat,656-5466. RTS-3 
34 FOOlTAfilBOAT'doub^^^^
glass hull and dock, advanced kit in­
cludes ballast, tanks, bulk heads and 
more. Easy construction plans, $14,000. 













Hr inlotmtiion — Ns obligilidd
3828102
Mm. . Tu*«. • W«il.
II) i.M. • 1 |>.m.
FOf« PRE-CHRIS1MAS 
APB CARPET CLEANING 









WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS!
Guaranteed lowest prices. Walker Door 
Ltd. Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver, 112-985-9714, Richmond, 
112-273-7030, Kamloops 112-374- 
3566,Nanaimoll2-758-7375. tf
SEARS deluxe baby bicycle carrier, new, 
never used. Still in original box, $25 or 
best offer. 656-6038. RTS-50
GREEN BROCADE chesterfield and 2 
matching armchairs, all skirted.; 
Excellent condition. 656-7808. RTS-50 
SPINNER in Oak treadle sewing machine 
cabinet, $175; Leclerc Japestry loom, 
$25; Niddy Noddy, $ 7.50; hand carders, 
$10,656-3191. 4100-RTS-48
PEETZ SALMON ROD and reel; Unimat 
lathe; recliner chair; shotgun, 20 guage, 
over/and/under. 652-9976. RTS-1 
GENERAL ELECTRIC STOVE, Talisman
model, automatic self cleaning oven, 
very fine condition, $250; 2 light fix­
tures, $10 each. 656-4198. RTS-1 
BUILT-IN dishwasher (Avacado). $200. 
656-2761. RTS-1
LOOM "Le Clerc Nilel", 15 inch, 2
harness warping board, instruction 
books. Almost new. 656-4274. RTS-1 
DOUBLE CEMENT LAUNDRY tubs with
pedestals, $20.658-8810after5 p.m,
48
LOVELY OLD CABINET radio, $65; hot 
water tank, $40; Supers movie camera, 
$35; Regal china. Moonlight Rose; living 
room suite, J695; man's leather coat 
size 42-44, $65; maternity clothes, sizes 
18,20.22.652-1702. RTS-50
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All types of glass 
at large discount prices. Table Tops. 
Repairs. Greenhouse Glass, 18”xl8", 
.75c ea.; etc. etc. Tempered Glass, 
34”x68” and 76'. 28"x76", $20 ea. 9750 
-4th St. Sidney. 656-6656. tf
MAN'S BIKE; boys 5-speed; C.B. aerial; 
old bathtub; 1973 travel trialer. 652- 
3882. RTS-51
NEW LONGINES-WITTNAUER lady’s 
bracelet wrist watch, won in contest. 
Value $235. Offers over $150 or what 
haveyou to swao? RTS-3
PENINSULA
DlREaORY




















When did, you; last look at your 
valuable family and'holidaY filrns? 
Why hot give them new life? They 
cannot be replaced but they can be 
professionally cleaned, edited, hot 
spliced and made to look as new. 
Write for full details, free consulata- 
tion and estimate,
UNIT-ONE PRODUCTIONS
101 - 2631 Prior St. 
Victoria. V8T 3X7
CARPENTRY
Specializing in new home 




Marino, Auto & Safoly Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Wlndshiolds Installed
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
6564313
16114 Monald Park Kd.
KEV8N CURItAN
Carpenter & Joiner
Quality Work — Froo Estimatos 
Ilonovatlons, additions, linishing 

















lor Quality Boardliig, Toping, T«x* 
tiirlng, Suspondod T-B«r Coilings & 
ikiuul Stuiimg.
Commercial and nesidonllal 
Specials on Complete Renovallons 
Call before you ifart tor odvlco and 
troe ostimatoi,





. , .Chainsaws. Motorcycles; etc. 
(Hi Hunqvarna TutlO Ups




REPAIRS TO ALL MODELS 
FRIDGES & FREEZERS
656.3226
9812 V 4th street
JET-VAC
Furnaces, (iroplacos, duct work, 





.10)14 Meb»n*lil r»rti 94.
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F9II SfiLE
ANTIQUE OAK dining room table, with 6
chairs; 2 office chairs; portable GE top 
loading dishwasher; Moffat gold range; 
china cabinet; cross countr skis and 
boots; 1973 Gran Torino station wagon. 
652-0755. 4090-48
CONCRETE BIRD BATH, very nice; 2
very old pitcher pumps, one wired for 
patio light; hand lawn mower, $6; 
shopping cart, $7; few garden tools, 
cheap. 656-2586. 47
3 FT. OUTDOOR SANTA with light, $5; 
6'/2 ft. aluminum Xmas tree, $7.50; 
deluxe roto-wheel spotlight for tree, $ 15; 
2 strongs (20) outdoor lights, $7.50 ea; 2 
strings (15) outdoor lights, $5 ea; 
assorted colour outdoor bulbs, $2.50 
doz.; red outdoor floodlight, $7.50; 
indoor holly wreath with light, $10. 656- 
1868. RTS-3
MAN'S WET SUIT, nylon both sides, 
“Farmer John" accessories. Fits 5’8", 












LOG HOMES!! Rustic or contemporary 
designs available: “Kit” or custom built. 
Choose Western Red Cedar or 
Lodgepole Pine. Western Contemporary 
Log HOmes, 1272-56th Street, Delta, 
B.C. V4L2A2. Phone 112-943-4714. na- 
47
EXERCYCLE, as new (35 miles); new 
Clairol foot massager still in carton. 656- 
7490.RTS-2 
MAN'S.BIKE; boys 5-speed; C.B. aerial, 
old bathrub; 40 lb. propane tank; 1973 
travel trailer. 652-3882. RTS-51
SMITH VICTOR MOVIE photo flood light, 
$25; G.E. dual beam photo flood light, 
$20; both adaptable to various movie 
cameras, etc. 656-6038. RTS-2
LARGE SIZE man’s Indian sweater, 
zippered front, near new, $80. 652- 
2242. RTS-51
CHRISTMAS PINE CONE wreaths, 
decorated with nuts, 10" and 12”. 
Artisticaly designed by Birgitt, ranging 
from $15-$25.656-6038. RTS-1
TWO VALENCE BOARDS and curtain
rods, $25; 3 pictures in frames, 
Canadian scenes, $5 ea; free standing 
bucher block, $350,656-6695. 4053-47 
23" SEARS SILVERTONE VHF UHF color
TV. 10 years old, nice cabinet, strong 
color signal, needs some work, $35,656- 
6038. RTS-3
HIGH QUALITY color TV/Stereo and
radio combination; solid oak buffet and 
hutch by Knechtel; brown hide-a-bed, 
Sealy; winter tires 645x14; 40 gal. hot 
water tank. 656-0265. 4357-47
G.E. FILTER FLO automatic washer.
Perfect working order, moving away, 
mustsell, $75.652-4319. 4343-47
BRAUN MIXER, 2 bowls, includes
blender. 656-3869. 4351-47
ESSNA TX SOB PRINTER. Competetive
with Radio Shacks TRS 80 Computer. 
Dave, Victoria Avionics, 656-2733.
434 5 -4 7
ALUMINUM SINGLE pane window,
12’x5’.656-1489. 4355-47
PANDORA'S CLOSET. Rent or buy a long
or short party dress or winter coat for 
your prairie vacation. 9783B-3rd St. 
Sidney. 656-6421 or656-4169 evenings. 
Open Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
10-5 p.m. 4307-47
CEDAR SHINGLES AND SHAKES for 
sale. Certified quality and competitive 
prices. Wholesale and retail. Phone 112- 
826-7185 for quotation. Anglo American 
Cedar Products Ltd. na-49
6’x9’x5' METAL STORAGE SHED, ap-
prox. 1 year old, good condition. $150. 
656-1767.^12-47
GREY . LAMB FUR coat, excellent con­
dition, size 16-18, full length. 656-4740. 
43 38 -4 7
20” SOLID STATE G.E. color portable 
TV, new pix tube, $250; 25" RCa color 
console, good pix tube, $200 obo. 652- 
4356. 4336-47
SOLARAY MAKEUP mirror, $15; 








Rotovating, Levelling, Landscape 
Preparation. Front End Loader.
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING - LOADING 
^ . SEPTIC TANKS
SEWER STORM DRAINS ; : 
WATER LINES








Ploughing, Levelling, Fence 
P()sts, Digging, 50 in. 













MARiHE EHGINES DIESEL & GAS
; Complete Installations
Flebuilding exhaust systems: For 
pleasure, commercial and fishing







iiiii'J -J.J jj. ' i' J!' t
GREEN SCENE 
LANDSCAPING
‘Lawns, seed or sod 
‘Cement Work 
‘Fencing





Residential, Commercial, and 
Goll Course Construction 






•Cement Work, Fencing 
•Maintenance
Mum (|.irrt(!n8 v»ii n«;fl tor 
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Factonf Authorized Servi-Centre 
EVINRUDE & JOHRSON OUTBOARDS 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNDRIVES 
Also Service for 
HONDA & SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
Mon. - Sat.
8:00 a.m, - 5:00 p.m.














® 22 yciii s pluinbing e New hoim-s 
e.\[)eiit’iKL’ill H.C. •Marine 




H.C. PLimiBINC; 6= HOT 
WATER HEATIMC S,TD. 
TREE ESmiATES,















"Big or Small 
We Do Them All"




For all your Roofing Needs. 
Shakes, Singles, Tar 
& Gravel & Repairs
Mornings or Evenings
658-8130
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Tills Space 
could be Yours 

























•RCA & Zenith 
•Toshiba Stereos 
RENTAL TV’S 
$15 per mth. & up
Butler Brothers
1046 Keating X RD. 652-1121 
1724 Douglas 383-6911
Don't bo disappointed!... 















7117 W. Saanich Rd. 
652-1591
could bo Yours 
tor only *20 &
"MAXWELL” drapes, full length wall to
wall with matching double/queen 
spread, as new; large desk; chesterfield 
and chair; firescreen. 656-6929 venings.
4324-47
BOY'S 10 SPEED Rampar bike, complete 
with kickstand and rat trap. Good 
condition, $95.652-2456. -4318-47
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it year
round, using an aluminum and glass 
greenhouse! Write for free brochure to; 
B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedley 
Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Mail 
orders now available. na-47 '
DONOVAN LOG HOMES. LOG HOMES
AND CABINS, Complete Design Service, 
for brochure write Box 777, 100 Mile 
House, B.C. VOK 2E0. Phone 112-395- 
2867,112-395-3811, or 112-397-2735. 
na-4 7
LIGHTING FIXTURES, Western
Canada's largest display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre Inc.: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. 5VC 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. na-47
GOOD QUALITY ALFALFA HAY first cut,
$90; second cut, $100 per ton, quantity 
200 tons. Located in Lillooet. Phone 112- 
256-7032 or 112-256-4479^ for more 
information. ' na-47
NEW CONCEPT. Raise Rainbow Trout in
your basement or small area of your 
yard. Save food costs. Excellent source 
of portein. Absorbing hobby. Potential 
Business. You don't realize how little 
time, space, money is required. Further 
information send stamped self- 
addressed envelope to Fish, P.O. Box 
3338 Mision, B.C. V2V4J5. na-47
NICE GIFT!!! 300 Gummed Labels,
name address, postal-code, $3.95. 
(Made by Handicapped) (No Money). Pay 
when labels received. .Handicapped 
Labels: Box 1315, Station A, Surrey, 
B.C. V3S 4 Y5. (Sales people wanted), na- 
■47
PROPANE OR C.N.G. CONVERSION;
Runs cars, trucks, build yourself. For 
plans and drawings send $15 to 
Springvalley Eng. Ltd. Box 2598 Station 
R, Kelowna. B.C. V1X6A6. na-47
FLEISCHMANN HO GAUGE railway, 2 
transformers; electric controf switches, 
electric track switches, 2 steam, 1 diesel 
engines; 10 rolling stock, automatic 
V crossing,/ 13 buildings, street lamps, 
bridges, 90 straight, 45 curve track. 
Partly mounted, plus 72 new match box 
vehicles. Complete. 656-3550. RTS-52 
ELECTRIC SINGER sewing machine with
attachments, cabinet model, good 
condition, $65; Pecan finish coffee table, 
52x22x15‘/a”. Like new,condition, $75. 
656-2603. ' RTS-52
2 B/W PORTABLE TV’s, good condition.
Nearly new 12", also 10"; 6” commercial 
grinder with parts; Zenith hi-fi com­
bination console. 652-16-25. RTS-52
MISSING
Since November 1 in Saanich near 
Tanner Rd. Pat Bay Highway. Black 
male Poodle, answers to "Pierre." 
Elderly owner ill and needs pet of 
10 years. REWARD. 383-2596 or 
the Pound. 4320-47
MISSING FOR TEN DAYS. Female gray
miniature poodle, black hair on face, no 
collar. Answers to name of Pebbles and 
is a family pet. Any information on her 
will beappreciated. 656-9132. 47
FOUND: 10' fibreglass dinghy. Washed
up on beach near Towner Bay during last 
week’s storm. 656-3512 47
LOST: Deep Cove area, grey and white
male tabby cat with brown spot on nose. 
656-3259.  4325-47
LOST; Silver Chain and Welsh
Lovespoon Pendant. November 19th, 
downtown Sidney. Reward. 656-3507 
43 35 -4 7
LOST: 12’ Cedar Wood Canoe, yellow
with black trim in Brentwood Bay during 
storm. $50 reward. 652-0690. 4316-47
160 FEMAIS
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE.
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813-Fifth Street, 
Sidney. tf
FEMALS:
WANT TO INCORPORATE? One week





SIDNEY UNIT 302 





CORNFLOWER PATTERN. Foley bone
china odd pieces or partial set wanted, 
656-2154, RTS-2
130 GARAGE SALES
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH at 2172
Mills Road, from 9 a.m. ■ 3 p.m. Including 
B/W TV, Color TV, 8 track stereo plus 





GARDINER’S FARMS, Vogotables, Gem 
Potatoes, $6.50/50 lb.; Turnips, 
$6,50/50 lbs,; Unwashed Carrots, 
$6,50/50 lbs,; Boots $5.50/25 lbs,; 
Onions, $8.50/50 lbs,; Winter Squash, 
25c lb,; etc, Open dally 9 a,m, ■ 5 p.m, 
lG975-641h Avoriu(5, Surrey, U,C. Phono 
ll2'574-5980 (Closing approximatoly 
Docombor 15). na-47
cmmmumRJilMIDIIIBIlmmskt
n itDom nrniipti, l)iith«inr (wiIrr; indiviiluttl 
plDCtw, hi(lo-(i PiKl9. tolldWHyis, monlh to 
moidh,
033Yatos 303-3655
SHANKS SUL’LH Vi(LSH.HN WLAH 
SALES. 25-50% off, Friday, November 
27th to Saturday, December 12th. 
Sppdnl fc.ature, $10 W«tt)rrrr.h|rt Rack, 
valiiPn to 127 95 only while qu.tntitlpf, 
last, 764 Roderick Street, 384*5011. Al' 
Sales Final 43i{)-4f
SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney? 
Don’t know anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre offers classes, activities and a 
warm welcome.' brop in to 10030 
Resthavenbrcailusat656-5537. tf 
THE SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND 
Christmas Cards are now on sale at The 
Jumping Mouse Book Store, 2456 
Beacon Ave. 47
SAANICH PENINSULA ARTS AND 
CRAFTS SOCIETY'S exhibition of 
paintings, McPherson ■ Playhouse 
mezzanine, November 10 to December 
3. Open to the public weekdays from 10 ■
4 p.m. and to patrons at the evening 
performances. Included are oils, 
watercolours and mixed media. 47 
ISLAND CAT FANCIERS CAT SHOWi
Garth Homer Achievement Center, 813 
Darwin Rd. Victoria on December 5. 
Open 10-5p.m. 48
FOUR "SEASONS“MUSICAL THEATRE
needs books, books and,more books, 
Also pictures and records lor their 2nd 
annual Gigantic Book Sale, Info. 385- 
3424, RTS-47
GARTH HOMER CENTRE, 813 Darwin 
Ave, Christmas Sale, hand crafted 
products (Arbutus Crafts). Sale times, 
Wednesday, November 25 and Thur­
sday, November26,12 noon-8 p.m.Tea 
served, $1,50. 47
BETHEL fl54 I,b.J.D. bottlo'and'paper
drive, Sunday, November 29th. Ploaso 
have papers tied, Wo will take any glass 
jars or bottles. If we niiss you, call 656- 
6663 for pickup, 47
STdNEY-NORTH SAANTcH 'NDP
Discussion group, Guest speaker, 
Charles Btirbqr, MLA. Friday, November 
27, 7:30 p.m, Peninsula Recreation 
Lounge, everyone welcome, 47
St. TUIZ/TBEfifS YbUTH”GTbap"Ts 
holding ,1 12-hour Danco-A-Thon on 
Docombor 5 th, to raise $1,000 to help a 
child In an underprivilodgod country. If 
you care to make a pledge, ploaso call 
6f)l)*3203 or 656-4630, With your helpit 
can work!!, 47
ASSOCIATION, annual Christmas Swap 
and Shop, November 28, 10 - 3 p.m,, 
community hall, 5358 Sporton Road, 
(oaturing Christmas baking, plants, toys, 
crafts, childrn's clothing, unique gilts, 
artwork and colloctiblos, Rolroshments 
available. 47
OARGATfr^lfA'RN *S'ALE7"Saturcroy 
mornings at Sidnoy Silver Threads, 
10030 Rosihavon Drive, Sidnoy. 50
Sf.“MlW'S cTiURCH OfrCuUraTvT, 
between Wallace and Fast Saanich Ro.ad, 
Christmas Craft Sale, November 28fh, 
Saturday. 10 • 4 p.m. Pottery, fabric 
arts, prints, Christmas Wreaths. 4'/ 
fHf MMBERS'ot the iSldmFG'raiTr^^^^^
the Save the Children Fund wish to 
thank everyone who came out on such a 
stormy night to support us and to soo the 
»;lide «ihnw on Wild Flovvorn put on hy Mr 
Kon Dobson, thanks to their support, tho 
evening war. a great success, 47
Continued 
on Pago B3
